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I. INTRODUCTION 
This dissertation is concerned with the theory of bind­
ing structures eind associated mappings [28] . Before more 
specific details are presented, however, some historical 
background will be given. In 1937, Weil [32] introduced 
uniform structures as a generalization of metric structures. 
One reason why this was important is that many useful non-
metrizable Tychonoff extensions (a space Y is an extension 
of a space X if X is dense in Y) can be obtained as 
completions of uniform structures. For example, all 
Hausdorff compactifications of a Tychonoff space may be 
obtained in this manner. Weil's original structures were 
collections of neighborhoods of the diagonal of the 
cartesian product of the space with itself. Tukey [31] 
showed that an equivalent structure could be obtained as a 
collection of coverings of the space. Thereafter, various 
other structural theories were introduced, for example, the 
theory of proximity structures [8]. Whereas Tukey's struc­
tures consist of coverings, a proximity structure is a 
binary relation on the power set of a space. It was shown 
that the completion of a proximity structure results in a 
compact Hausdorff extension; and that, every compact 
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Hausdorff extension of a space could be realized as the 
completion of a proximity structure on the space. Recently, 
A. K. Steiner and E. F. Steiner [28] have introduced binding 
structures, and a particular subclass, semi-uniform struc­
tures [291 . These structures eore essentially a synthesis of 
Tukey's uniform structures and proximity structures. Their 
scope is greater than either of the two, however, in the 
sense that every regular T^  extension of a space may be 
obtained as the completion of a binding structure (in par-
ticulcur, a semi-uniform structure) on the space. 
The stcurting point of this dissertation is [28] and 
[29]. The second chapter is devoted to an enumeration of 
the primary definitions emd results of these references. 
The third chapter has two sections. In the first 
section two questions are considered. The first concerns 
whether or not there exist conditions on a topological space 
which imply that the completion of every binding structure 
on the space yields the original space. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions are given which characterize such 
spaces. During this investigation it is noted that every 
T^  space has a particular minimal extension. The charac­
teristics of this extension are then studied. The second 
3 
question is the following. If Y is an extension of X, 
do there exist properties which will imply that Y may be 
obtained as the completion of some binding structure on X? 
A necessary and sufficient condition in order that this will 
be true is also given. By using this condition, a result of 
Zaicev's [34] is extended. The second section concerns the 
extension of continuous functions. If X is a subspace of 
Y and f is a function from X to a space Z, then a 
function g from Y to Z is said to be an extension of 
f if g agrees with f on X. Among the corollaries 
given to theorems in this section are the well-known results 
of Taimanov [30] and Cech [3] . 
The fourth chapter is concerned with the following 
question. Given a semi-uniform space, how can one be as­
sured that its completion possesses a particular topological 
property? This investigation leads to the definition of the 
expansion property. The intimate relationship between this 
property and several important topological properties (e.g. 
compactness, paracompactness, and the Lindelof property) is 
indicated by two theorems. One of these theorems is analo­
gous to a result of Ponomarev's [23] concerning paracompact 
extensions of a space. 
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The concept of measure of a semi-uniformity is intro­
duced in the fifth chapter. The measure of a semi-uniformi­
ty is a cardinal number which is unity if and only if the 
semi-uniformity is a uniformity. Every regular T^  space 
has an associated measure which is the smallest cardinal 
number ® such that the space has a semi-uniformity U 
whose measure is SU. The measure of a regular T^  space is 
unity if and only if the space is Tychonoff. This measure 
is used to separate the category of regular T^  spaces into 
infinitely many classes. This statement is supported by a 
theorem which states that: for every non-measurable cardi­
nal number there exists a regular T^  space whose 
measure exceeds 3R. It is not known whether a measurable 
cardinal number exists. If one does exists it is inaccessi­
ble from the standpoint of ordinary cardinal arithmetic. 
All common cardinal numbers, in particular, ,K., • • • , OX U) 
c 
,X ,••• as well as c,2^ ,2^  »••• are non-measurable 
uo U) 
(chapter 12 of [15]) . 
This measure is used to obtain a generalization of real-
compactness for arbitrary regular T^  spaces. This topo­
logical property is called R-realcompactness. R-real-
compactness and realcompactness agree on Tychonoff spaces. 
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under the assumption that measurable cardinal numbers do not 
exist (the basis for this result is Shirota's theorem [25] 
which equates realcompact spaces and spaces admitting com­
plete uniform structures). Also, every regular space 
has an R-realcompactification (an R-realcompact extension) 
which is analogous to the Hewitt realcompactification of a 
Tychonoff space (chapter 8 of [15]). Finally, R-realcom-
pactness is compared to other generalizations of realcom-
pactness, in particular, those of Mandelker [20], Dykes [6], 
and ProlxTc [12] , 
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II. PRELIMINARIES 
The concept of binding structures and binding structure 
spaces were introduced in [28]. Initially, the basic defi­
nitions and results of this reference will be investigated. 
Following this, a particular subcollection of binding spaces 
will be considered. These spaces are called semi-uniform 
spaces [29]. They are, in particular, generalizations of 
uniform spaces. 
A. Binding Spaces and Completions 
Let X be a T^  topological space and  ^ be a base 
of closed sets for the topology. Let B_ be a family of 
u 
finite collections of non-empty subsets of  ^ and C be a 
n 
family of coverings of X consisting of sets in g. Then 
the pair B_,C_ is said to be a closed base for a binding 
u u 
structure on X, and this will be denoted by (Bg,Cg), if 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
Bl. If P, ,F , € 3  and n  F. 0 ,  then L z n X 
{Fi) e Bg. 
B2. If [Gj] c {P^ } e B , then {G^ ] € Bg. 
7 
B3. If (F,F.} € B and F c G U H where G,H c 3, 
 ^ o 
then {G,F^} e B^ or CH,F^} e B^. 
B4. If X / F e 3, then there exist *^2» * * *  ^^  
such that X e n F. and {F,F.} / B . 1 1 u 
A closed base for a binding structure is often called 
simply a closed base. 
Let (Bg,Cg) be a closed base on a space X. A 
cluster base of (B_,C_) is a subfamily Ô c g which 
u 3 
contains at least one set in each covering of C_ and is 
U 
maximal with respect to having each finite subcollection in 
B . The cluster  ^generated by the cluster base §_ is 
u 
the family of all subsets A c X having the property that, 
for each F e 3^  A c F implies F € 6. Every cluster 
base generates a unique cluster and every cluster is gener­
ated by a unique cluster base. Let B be the family of all 
finite collections that are contained in some cluster and 
C be the family of all coverings refined by a covering in 
Cg (a covering 9 refines a covering 0* if each set in 
6 is contained in a set in 0'). The pair B,C is said 
to be the binding structure generated by the closed base 
(B_,C_); and, this will be denoted by (B,C). The binding 
M n 
structure (B,C) has the following properties; 
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Pl. If  ^* and n 0, then 
CA^ 3 e B. 
P2. If {Bj} c {A^ } € B, then (Bj) e B. 
P3. If Ca,A }^ € B and A c D U E, then Cd,A }^ € B 
or CE,Aj^ } e B. 
P4. e B if and only if {cl^ }^ e B. 
P5. If [x,y} e B, then x = y. 
P6. A covering is in C if and only if it is refined 
by a covering in C composed of closed sets. 
P7. If {A^ } e B, then {A^ } is contained in some 
cluster. 
Binding structures may now be defined without reference 
to closed bases. Let X be any space. Let B,C be 
any pair where B is a family of finite collections of sub­
sets of X and C is a family of coverings of X. A 
cluster C, relative to the pair B,C, is any collection 
of subsets of X which contains a set from each covering 
in C and which is maximal with respect to having each 
finite subcollection in B. Assume now that B^ C satisfies 
Pi through P7. For A c x, define Â = {x e X ; fx,A) e B}. 
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Then A -* Â is a closure operator which yields a 
topology. If this topology agrees with that of X, the 
pair B,C is said to be a binding structure on X; and, 
this is denoted by (B,C) . As in the case of Tychonoff 
spaces and uniform structures, a space can have more 
than one binding structure. 
Every binding structure (B,C) on a space X can be 
generated by a closed base. Define 3 to be the family of 
all closed sets in X; to be the family of finite sub-
u 
collections of 3 which are in B; and, C„ to be the 
u 
family of all closed coverings of C. Then (Bg,Cg) is a 
closed base which generates (B,C). 
Let (B,C) be a binding structure on a space X and 
let (B_,d_) be a closed base which generates it. A cluster 
o 0 
C on X is said to be fixed if fl A 3^  0, where Â de-
AeC 
notes the cl^ . A cluster base 6 on X is said to be 
fixed if n P ^  0. If every cluster on X is fixed, then 
Pe6 
X is said to be complete relative to (B.C). Completeness 
relative to (B-,C_) is defined similarly. Since every 
u u 
cluster is generated by a unique cluster base and every 
cluster base generates a unique cluster, completeness rela-
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tive to (B_,C_) is equivalent to completeness relative to 
O u 
(B,C). If it is clear which binding structure or which 
closed base is being referred to, it may simply be stated 
that X is complete. 
Let (B,C) be a binding structure on a space X and 
{B',C') be a binding structure on a space Y. A function 
f from X to Y is said to be a mapping if the following 
two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) For {B^ } e B, [f[B^ ]3 e B' (in which case f 
is said to take bound collections forward). 
(ii) If {A) € C, then {f""^ [A]} e C. 
In particular, mappings are continuous. If a mapping f has 
an inverse which is also a mapping, then f is said to be an 
isomorphism. In particular, f is a homeomorphism. 
Let X be a space with binding structures (B,C) and 
(B',C'). If the identity function on X from (B,C) to 
(B',C*) is a mapping, then (B,C) is said to be finer than 
(B'jC) and (B',C') coarser than (B,C) . 
Let X be a space with a binding structure (B,C). Let 
Y be a subspace of X. Then there exists a trace binding 
structure on Y denoted by (By,Cy). Usually, this trace 
11 
binding structure is simply called the trace. Let 
Q = fÂ N Y : A C X}; = {{G^} C Q : {G^} E B}; and, 
=  { [ G  N  Y )  :  { G) is a closed covering of X  in C } .  
Then (B_,C_) is a closed base for the trace binding struc-Q Q 
ture (By,Cy) on Y. If Y is closed in X and X is 
complete, then Y is complete relative to the trace bind­
ing structure. 
Let {x^ ] be a collection of spaces, each with a bind­
ing structure (B^ ,C^ ). There exists a product binding 
structure (B,C) on the cartesian product X = tt X^ , which 
may be chauracterized as the coarsest binding structure on 
X making each projection p^  a mapping. Let Q be the 
family of all finite unions of subbasic closed sets of X, 
and C be the family of all coverings of X of the form 
u 
{p^ [^F]} where fP} is a closed covering of X which is 
in C^ . Let a finite subcollection {F^ } of 3 belong to 
Bg if euid only if, for each i, a subbasic member of 
3 may be chosen so that A. c F. and (p [A.] ] e B_ for 
each a. Then (B_,C_) is a closed base for a binding 
u u 
structure on X which generates the product binding struc­
ture (B,C). If each X^  is complete, then X is complete 
relative to the product binding structure. 
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Let X be a space and be a closed base for 
a binding structure on X, Let (B,C) be the binding 
structure generated by (Bg,Cg). Then X can be isomor-
phically embedded as a dense subspace into a complete bind­
ing space. Let X consist of the cluster bases on X. 
Topologize X by defining a base of closed sets 3 where 
5 = [P : P E 33; and, for P € 3, P = [6 : 6 is a cluster 
base on X containing P). Let Ba = {{P.) ; {P.) e B_} 
o i 1 o 
and = {{P} : {P} e C„}. Then (B*,C^ ) is a closed base 
o u ou 
for a complete binding structure on X. Let (B,C) be the 
binding structure on X generated by (B*,C*). Define f 
o u 
to be the function which associates each point x of X 
with the cluster base 6 in X whose intersection is x. 
Then f is an isomorphism from X into a dense subspace 
of X with the trace binding structure. Identifying X 
with its image under f, X together with (B,C) is 
called the completion of X relative to (B,C)» Where the 
binding structure is understood, the completion of X 
relative to it will simply be called X. When X is 
identified with its image, it should be noted that (B,C) 
is the trace of (B,C) on X. Any two closed bases for a 
binding structure on a space X generating the same bind­
13 
ing structure also generate isomorphic completions under an 
isomorphism which is the identity on X (such an iso­
morphism is said to fix X). Since any binding structure 
on a space X is generated by a closed base, every binding 
structure on X has a unique completion up to an iso­
morphism fixing X. 
A theorem which is implied in [28] (see the definition 
of dense subspace and the corresponding properties) will be 
useful later. Hence, a proof of the theorem will be 
sketched here. 
Theorem 2.1 
Let y be complete relative to the binding structure 
(B,C). Let X be a subspace of Y and (B_,C.) be a 
t5 U 
closed base for a binding structure on X. The completion 
of X is isomorphic to Y under an isomorphism which 
fixes X if and only if the following conditions are satis­
fied; 
(i) For € g, is in a cluster base 
on X if and only if A cl^ P^  / 0. 
(ii) For each T e C, there exists T' = {F} e 
such that (CLYF} refines T. 
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(iii) For each T = {F} e C^, there exists T' e C 
such that T' refines {cI^ f}. 
(iv) For each y € Y and F € g such that y / cl^ F, 
there exist * * *'^ n ^  ^  such that yen cl^ F^  and 
{P,F^) i Bg. 
(v) {clyF : Fe 15) is a base of closed sets on Y. 
Proof Initially, the sufficiency will be shown. 
If 6 is a cluster base on X, then by (i) and (ii), 
[clyF ; F € 6} is contained in a cluster on Y. Using (iv), 
it follows that this cluster is unique. Since Y is com­
plete, there exists a unique yen {cl^ F : F e 6}. Denote 
this by 6 = 6^ . For y e Y, the collection 
{F e 0 ; y e cl^ F} is the cluster base 6^ , on X (use (i), 
(iii) , and (iv)). The one to one correspondence f from 
X, the completion of X, onto Y which maps the cluster 
base 6 = to y is an isomorphism. It is easy to show 
that f [cl^ F] = cl^ F for each F e g. (v) then implies 
-1 A 
that both f and f are continuous. Since both X and 
Y are complete, the continuity of both f and f ^  
implies that each takes bound collections forward. Then 
(ii) and (iii) imply that both are mappings. Thus, f is 
15 
an isomorphism which fixes X. 
The conditions are also necessary. Let f be an iso­
morphism from X, the completion of X, onto Y which 
fixes X. Then f[cl^F] = cl F for each Peg. (i) 
-1 through (v) follow from this and the fact that f and f 
are mappings. 
In conjunction with the completion of a binding struc­
ture, there is an extension theorem. 
Theorem 2,2 
Let X and Y be spaces with binding structures 
(B,C) and (B',C'), respectively. Also assume that Y is 
regular and complete. Let f be any mapping from X to 
Y. Then f can be extended to a unique mapping from X to 
Y. 
Proof See [28], 
The richness of the binding structure technique for 
obtaining extensions is indicated by the following appli­
cations , 
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Application 2.1 
Let Y be any compact Hausdorff space and X be a 
dense subspace of Y. Then there exists a complete binding 
structure on Y whose trace to X yields a completion 
which is isomorphic to Y under em isomorphism that fixes 
X. Let 3 be the family of all closed sets of Y; B be 
o 
the family of all finite collections of 3 which have non­
empty intersection; and, C_ be the family of all finite 
o 
closed coverings of Y. Then (BU,C_) is a closed base 
0 u 
for such a binding structure on Y. 
Application 2,2 
Let (X,U) be any separated uniform space. Then there 
exists a uniform binding structure (B^ ,C^ ) on X whose 
completion is the uniform completion of (X,U). Let g be 
the family of all closed sets of X; let be the 
family of all finite collections of closed sets of X sat­
isfying: for each T e U, there exists Ter which 
intersects each set in the collection; and, let be 
the family of all closed coverings of X which are con­
tained in U. Then (B_,C*) is a closed base on X which 
generates (B^ ,C^ ) . If (Y,îB) is also a separated uniform 
space and f is a function from X to Y, then f is 
17 
uniformly continuous if and only if f is a mapping from 
(B„,C„) to (Bg,Cg). 
Application 2.3 
A statement similar to that in the previous application 
can be made for a separated proximity space (X,ô). The 
proximity structure on X is equivalent to a uniform struc­
ture U on X. The uniform binding structure is 
then equivalent to the proximity structure by the previous 
application. 
B. Semi-uniform Structures 
A particular class of binding structure spaces is the 
category of semi-uniform spaces and semi-uniformly continu­
ous functions. These were defined and investigated in [29]. 
In the author's opinion there are three essential reasons 
why semi-uniform spaces are important: initially, the 
category of semi-uniformizable spaces is equivalent to the 
category of regular T^  spaces; secondly, the semi-uniform 
completion of a semi-uniform space is itself a semi-uniform 
space and, therefore, a regular space; and thirdly, 
every regular T^  extension of a space X can be obtained 
as the completion of a semi-uniform structure on X, 
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Let X be a space; x be a point of X; 6 be a 
covering of X; and, A be a subset of X. Then St(x , 0 )  
denotes U{Oe0:xeO) and St (A, 6) denotes 
U (0 e 8 :0 H A ^  #). A semi-uniformity C on a space X 
is a family of coverings of X satisfying the following 
conditions: 
51. If T e C, there exists T' e C satisfying; for 
each T' e T', there exist T" e C and T e T such that 
St(T',T") c T (T' is said to semi-star refine T). 
52. If T,T' 6 C, there exists T" e C such that 
T" refines both T and T'. 
53. If T* e C refines a covering T, then T e C. 
54. For distinct x and y in X, there exists T 
in C such that y / St(x,T) . 
55. For each x e X, {St(x,T) ; T E c) is a base of 
neighborhoods for x. 
SI through S3 imply that C is a filter with respect to 
semi-star refinement. For a comparison between sani-uni-
formities and uniformities, see [18]. If X is a space and 
C is a semi-uniformity on X, then (X,C) is said to be 
a semi-uniform space. The following can be found in [29]. 
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Theorem 2.3 
Let (X,C) be a semi-uniform space. Then X is a 
regular T^  space. Conversely, if X is a regular T^  
space, then there exists a semi-uniformity on X. In fact, 
this semi-uniformity can be taken to be the family of all 
coverings of X which can be refined by an open covering 
of X. 
Let (X,C) be a semi-uniform space. A binding struc­
ture (BjC) on X can be obtained by first defining a 
closed base. Let g be the family of all closed sets of 
X; B_ be the family of all finite subcollections of 3 
which satisfy: for each T e C, there exists T e T 
which intersects each member of the subcollection; and, 
Cg be the family of all closed coverings of X which are 
in C. Then (Bp,,Ccr) is a closed base for a binding struc-
ture on X. Let (B,C') be the binding structure generated 
by (B^ ,Cg). (B,C') is called the semi^ uniform binding 
structure associated with the semi-uniformity C on X. X 
is said to be complete relative to C if X is complete 
relative to (B,C'). Every regular T^  space is complete 
relative to the semi-uniformity generated by all open 
coverings. The semi-uniform completion of (X,C) is the 
20 
completion of X relative to the semi-uniform binding 
(B,C'). Let X together with (B,C') be the semi-uniform 
completion of X together with (B,C*). At times, the 
semi-uniform completion of (X,C) will be denoted simply as 
X. An important point concerning this completion is that 
(X,C') is a semi-uniform space whose semi-uniform binding 
is (B,C'). Thus, in peurticular, the semi-uniform completion 
of a semi-uniform space is a regular space. Note also 
that both C and the trace of C on X is C. 
Let (X,C) and (Y,C') be semi-uniform spaces and f 
be a function from X to Y. Then f is a mapping, rela­
tive to the respective semi-uniform binding structures, if 
and only if {f ^ [A]} £ C for each {A} e C. Note that 
this assures that f will take bound collection forward. 
Mappings in this case are said to be semi-uniformlv continu­
ous. If (X,C) and (Y,C') are semi-uniform spaces and 
Y is complete, and if f is a semi-uniformly continuous 
function from X to Y, then f has a semi-uniformly 
continuous extension to the completion of (X,C). 
If (X,C) is a semi-uniform space and A c X, then 
the trace semi-uniformitv of C on A, usually called the 
trace of C on A, is defined by = {[A A : T e C}. 
21 
If (X,C) is complete and A is a closed subset of X, 
then (A,C^ ) is complete. 
If {(X^ ,C^ )} is a collection of semi-uniform spaces, 
then the product semi-uniformity C on X = irX^  is gener­
ated by the family of coverings C{p^ [^T]; T E and 
p is the a projection}. If, for each a, (X ,C ) is 
•^ a jr J J , ' a a 
complete, then X is complete relative to the product semi-
uniformity. 
If [(X^ ,C^ )} is a collection of semi-uniform spaces, 
then the sum semi-uniformity C on X = SX (a disjoint 
sum where T is open in X if an6 only if T n X is 
open in X^  for each a) is generated by the family of all 
coverings of the following form; for each a and each 
TEC, construct the covering of X which consists of the 
members of T and each X_ where P / a. If (X^ ,C ) is 
p ct cx 
complete for each a, then X is complete relative to the 
sum semi-uniformity. A useful theorem will now be proven. 
First, however, a necessary lemma will be given. 
Lemma 2.1 
Let (X,C) be a semi-uniform space. Then C has the 
following properties: 
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(i) If TEC and x e X, then there exists Ter 
such that X e Int^ T. 
(ii) If T,T' € C and T' semi-star refines T, then 
{cl T' : T' e T'} refines T. 
(iii) If T € C, then {int^ T ; T e T} € C. 
(iv) If C = {{cl Int T : T € T} ; T E C), then 
C c C; and, each covering in C has a refinement in C 
(that is, C is a base for C) . 
Proof Let x e X and T e C. Choose T' e C 
such that T' semi-star refines T. Choose T' € T* such 
that X e T'. Then there exist T" e C and T e T such 
that X e St(x,T") c St(T',T") c T. Thus, x e Int^ T. 
This proves (i). 
Let T,T' € C and assume T' semi-star refines T. 
For T' e T', there exist T" e C and Ter such that 
St(T',T") c T. Let ye cl^ T'. Then, by (i), there exists 
T" E T" such that y E Int T". Then T" n  T' 0  and X. 
ye T" c St(T',T") c T. Thus, cl T' c T. Hence, 
{cl^ T' ; T* € T'} refines T. This proves (ii). 
Let T E C. (i) implies that {int^ T^ ; T € T} is a 
covering of X. Choose T* e C such that T' semi-star 
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refines T. Let T * E T'. Then there exist TÊT and 
T" e C such St(T',T") c T. If x e T', then 
X e St(x,T") c St(T',T") c T. Thus, T' c int^ T. Hence, 
T' refines {int^ T : T e T}. Since C is closed under 
inclusion, {Int^ T : T € T} e C. This proves (iii) . 
By (iii) and the definition of a semi-uniformity, 
C c C. C is a base by (ii) . This proves (iv) . 
The coverings in C in the previous lemma are called 
regularly closed coverings. 
Recall that, if X is a dense subspace of Y and V 
is open in Y, then cl^ V = cl^  [V n X] . 
Theorem 2.4 
Let (Y,C) be a complete semi-uniform space and X 
be a dense subspace of Y. Let C be the trace of C on 
X. The semi-uniform completion of (X,C ) is isomorphic to 
(Y,C) under an isomorphism that fixes X. 
Proof Let (B,C) be the complete semi-uniform 
binding on Y and (B-,Cp_) be the closed base for the semi-
0 u 
uniform binding on X. It suffices to show that (i) through 
(v) hold in Theorem 2.1. 
Let {Pj^ } be a finite collection of closed sets of X. 
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If is in some cluster base 6 on X, then 
[clyF ; F € 6} is in a cluster on Y (since is the 
trace) . Since Y is complete, D cl^ F^  ^ D [cl^ F ; P e 6} 
Conversely, let yen cl^ F^  ^ 0. Define 
Ô = [F e 3 : y E cl P}, Let T E c be the trace of T e C. 
By the previous lemma, there exists T e f such that 
y e IntyT. T = T fl X intersects each set in 6 and is in 
6. A straightforward application of Zorn's lemma shows that 
6 is, therefore, in a cluster base on X (in fact, 6 is 
a cluster base). Thus, (i) holds. 
(ii) and (iii) follow easily from (iv) of the previous 
lemma. 
Let y € Y and F e 3 be such that y / cl^ F. Since 
Y is regular, there exists f e C such that 
y € St(y,F) c Y - cl^ F. Choose T' e C such that F ' semi 
star refines f and is regulaurly closed (from (iv) of the 
previous lemma). Choose T' e T' such that y e Int^ '^. 
Define T' = T D X. Note that y € clyT', Choose T" € C 
and T € T such that St(T',T") c Define 
T" = (T" N X ; T" e F" ). If T' € T" and T" N T' ^  0, 
then T" c T c Y - cl^ F (since y e T' c T) . It follows 
that, if T" e T", then T" does not intersect both T' 
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and F. Thus, CT*,F} / B_. Hence, (iv) holds. 
o 
(v) is an easy consequence of the regularity of Y. 
Let X be a dense subspace of a regular space Y. 
Y is complete relative to the semi-uniformity C Which is 
generated by all open coverings. The previous theorem 
implies that Y is obtained by completing the trace of C 
on X. 
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III. SOME BASIC RESULTS CONCERNING BINDING STRUCTURES 
This chapter is divided into two sections. In the 
first section two related questions are considered. Do 
there exist conditions on a T^  space so that every bind­
ing structure on the space is complete? And secondly, if 
X is a dense subspace of a T^  space Y, when does there 
exist a binding structure on X whose completion is 
homeomorphic to Y under a homeomorphism fixing X? The 
extension of continuous functions is the theme of the second 
section. 
A. On Absolutely Complete Spaces emd Completions 
of Dense Subspaces 
When considering binding structures, one natural ques­
tion concerns whether there exist T^  spaces such that 
every binding structure on the space is complete. 
Theorem 3.1 
Let X be a T^  space. X is complete relative to 
every binding structure on X if and only if X satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(i) X is compact. 
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(ii) If are closed subsets of X of 
infinite cardinality, then n 
Proof First, the conditions are necessary. Let 3 
be the family of all closed sets of X. For 
F^ ,F2,''',F^  € 3, let CF 3^ be a member of if either 
n F^  / # or each F^  ^ is of infinite cardinality. Let 
be the family of all finite closed coverings of X. Then 
(Br,,C_) is a closed base for a binding structure on X. 
u u 
Let X be the completion of X. It will first be shown 
that X is compact. For {F^ 3 c 3, assume that 
has the finite intersection property (f.i.p.). Assume 
Fp = in this collection is finite. If, for 
each i = l,2,*»*,n, there exists F^  in the collection 
such that X. / F- , then (F ,F ,•••,F } / B , a 
 ^ Pi P 1^ Pn 3 
contradiction to having the f.i.p. Thus, there 
exists X. E F_ which is contained in each F . It follows 
DP 
that n cl*F / If, on the other hand, each member of 
{F^ 3 is of infinite cardinality, then every finite col­
lection of {F^ } is a member of B_. Since every covering 
a 
in Cg is finite, it follows from a Zorn's lemma curgximent 
that (FgJ is contained in some cluster base on X. Thus, 
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n cl^ F / 0. Since [cl*f : F € 3} is a base of closed sets 
X Ot X 
on X, it follows that X is compact. Thus, if X is 
not compact, then X ^  X. If there exist  ^& 
where each is of infinite cardinality and n F^  = then 
there exists a cluster base on X which is not fixed. This 
cluster base is unique and it contains every infinite closed 
set. In this case also, X ^  X. 
The sufficiency of the conditions will now be shown. 
Assume (i) and (ii) hold for a T^  space X. Let (Bg,Cg) 
be cuti éirbitrary closed base for a binding structure on X 
and let X be the completion. Let 5 - be an arbi­
trary cluster base on X, Let F^  = e 
be of finite cardinality. If, for each i = 1,2,•••,n, 
there exists F e {F } such that x. / F , then 
a X . 
{Fa,F ,''',F } / B . This is impossible since 6 is a 
P Pi Pn 3 
cluster base. Thus, if F_ is of finite cardinality, then 
P 
{F } has the f.i.p. If, on the other hand, each member of Ct ' 
{F^ } is of infinite cardinality, then by (ii), {P^ } has 
the f.i.p. In either case, since X is compact, 
n {F } 0 and 6 is fixed. Thus, X is complete. OL 
A Tj^  space which satisfies (i) and (ii) in the previ­
ous theorem is said to be absolutely complete. 
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Example 3.1 
Any space X with the cofinite topology is absolutely 
complete. 
Proof The space is compact and there exists at 
most one infinite closed set. 
Example 3.2 
The Alexandroff one point compactification (chapter 5 
of [19]) of any discrete space is absolutely complete. 
Proof The space is compact and each collection of 
infinite closed sets has a non-empty intersection. 
Closed subsets of absolutely complete spaces are abso­
lutely complete. Absolute completeness, however, is not 
productive. The following existence theorem shows that 
every T^  space is contained, as a dense subspace, in a 
unique absolutely complete space. 
Theorem 3.2 
Let X be any T^  space. Then there exists exactly 
one (unique up to a homeomorphism fixing X) absolutely com­
plete extension of X which can be realized as the com­
pletion of some binding structure on X. This extension is 
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denoted by X^ . X^  satisfies the following property: if 
X is the completion of a binding structure on X, then the 
inclusion function from X to X^  has a unique continuous 
extension to X. If X is not absolutely complete, then 
X^  is Hausdorff if and only if X is discrete. 
Proof If X is absolutely complete, the theorem is 
immediate. Thus, assume that X is not absolutely complete. 
Let (B_,C„) be the closed base for a binding struc-
O u 
ture given in the necessity argument of Theorem 3.1. Let 
X^  be the completion of X relative to (B^ ,Cg). Then X^  
is absolutely complete. X^  is the union of X together 
with a set consisting of a singleton, [t^ }. This point of 
X^ , as a cluster base on X, is composed of all the infi­
nite closed sets of X. Assume (B_,,C_,) is an arbitrary 
o o 
closed base on X whose completion is absolutely complete. 
Let X' be the completion of X relative to (B_,,C ). 
u u 
If t^ jt^  e X' - X, then, since X' is a T^  space and 
by axiom B4 of a closed base, there exists a finite col­
lection of infinite closed subsets of X 
such that; t, e cl F; for each i, t_ e n cl F.j and, J. X A A X 
[n cl F.] n cl F = 0. Then, however, X' is not abso-
lutely complete. Thus, X' - X consists of a singleton. 
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Let this singleton be t. Let F be an arbitrary infinite 
closed subset of X. If t cl ,F, then, since X* is a 
space and by axiom B4, there exist infinite closed 
subsets F,F_,''',F of X such that X n 
[n cl„,F.] n cl ,P = 0. This again contradicts X' being 
absolutely complete. Thus, if F is an arbitrary infinite 
closed set of X, then t e cl^ ,P. Therefore, the 
topologies of X^  and X' are identical. Hence, X^  and 
X' are homeomorphic under a homeomorphism that fixes X. 
Let (B,C) be an arbitrary binding structure on X and 
let X be its completion. Define Î from X to X^  by; 
l(t) = t for t e Xj and, Î(t) = t^  for t e X - X. If 
A c X is of infinite ceirdinality, then t e cl„ A. This 
o 
fact implies that î is continuous. 
It will now be shown that X^  is Hausdorff if and only 
if X is discrete. Assume that X, is a Hausdorff space. 
Since X^  is also compact, it is regular. Let t e X. 
Since X = X^  ^- [t^ ) is an open set in X^  ^ containing t, 
there exists an open set V in X^  such that 
t e V c cl„ V c X, - (t }. Since t / cl V, cl V, and J. O O 
therefore V, must be finite. It follows that {t} is 
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open in X, Thus, X is discrete. Conversely, if X is 
discrete, then X^  is homeomorphically equivalent to the 
Alexandroff one point compactification of X. Thus, X^  
is Hausdorff. 
A remark should be made about the words "exactly one" 
in the previous theorem. A T^  space X may be contained, 
as a dense subspace, in many distinct absolutely complete 
spaces. For example, if X has the cofinite topology emd 
is infinite, then let Y be the union of X together with 
an arbitrary set of points with the cofinite topology. Then 
X is dense in Y and Y is absolutely complete. The 
theorem states that there exists only one absolutely com­
plete extension of X which can be obtained as the com­
pletion of a binding structure on X. 
Associated with the concept of absolute completeness 
is the following question. Does there exist a necessary and 
sufficient condition on a T^  space Y and a subspace X 
in order that Y may be obtained as the completion of a 
binding structure on X? The following theorem gives such 
a condition. 
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Theorem 3.3 
Let X be a dense subspace of a space Y. A 
necessary and sufficient condition that there exists a bind­
ing structure on X whose completion is homeoraorphic to Y 
under a homeomorphism that fixes X is the following. 
There exists a collection g* of closed sets of Y such 
that, if A is a closed set of Y and y is a point of 
Y not in A, there exist F*,F*,P*,•••,P* e g* which 
satisfy: 
(i) A c cly[F* n X]. 
(ii) y e n  cly[Ff n  X] . 
(iii) ci^EF* n X] n [n ci^CF* n x]] =0. 
Proof Assume that X is a subspace of a T^  ^ space 
Y and that there exists a closed base for a binding struc­
ture on X whose completion yields Y. The existence of a 
family 3* satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii), for a closed 
set A and a point y not in A, follows from axiom B4 
for a closed base. 
Conversely, let X, Y, and g* be as in the hypothe­
sis. Let g be the trace of 3* on X. For 
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 ^3, let [P^ } € if and only if 
n cl F. ^  0. Let C be the family of all coverings 
Y X 3 
{F } c 3 of X such that U [cl F } = Y. Then (B ,C„) 
CL Y Ct O 0 
A 
is a closed base for a binding structure on X. Let X 
denote the completion of X. Initially, it will be shown 
that X c y c X. For y e Y, let 6^  = [F e g ; y e cl^ F}. 
By using (i), (ii), (iii), and by the definition of (Bg,C^ ), 
it can be shown that 6^  is a cluster base on X. Thus, 
there is a well-defined function h from Y into X which 
associates each y e Y with 6^  (as a point of X) . Since 
Y is a T^  space, h is injective. Let h[Y] be the 
image of h in X. If F e g, then 
hlclyP] = [cl-F] n h[Y] . Since (i) , (ii) , and (iii) imply 
that [clyP : F e 3] is a base of closed sets on Y, and 
since {[cl^ F] n h[Y] ; F € 3) is a base of closed sets for 
h[Y], it follows that h is a homeomorphism from Y onto 
h[Y] that fixes X. Identifying Y and h[Y] , it follows 
that X c Y c ic. It remains to show that h[Y] = Y = X. 
Suppose that z e & - Y. Since [cl^ F ; F e 3} is a base 
of closed sets for the T^  space X, for each y e Y, 
there exists F^  € 3 such that y € clj^ F^  and 2 / cl^ F^ . 
Then (Fy) e and z / U [cl^ Fy]. This contradicts the 
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fact that X is the completion of X relative to (B ,C ). 
o o 
Thus, Y = X. 
Zaicev [33] defined a space Y to be a space if 
Y contains a collection Q* of regular closed sets 
(closures of their interiors) such that, for each point y 
and closed set A not containing y, there exist 
e 3* satisfying: 
(i) A c F*. 
(ii) yen Ft. 
(iii) F* n [n F*] =0. 
The previous theorem holds for a T extension of a space 
\ 
(note that if A is a regular closed subset of a space Y 
and X is a dense subset of Y, then cl^ A = cl^  [A fi X] ) . 
Thus, the theorem may be used to obtain a greater number of 
extensions than those obtained by Zaicev [34] who shows 
that every T compactification of a space may be obtained À 
as the limit of a projective spectra on the space (see [23] 
for a general reference concerning this completion method). 
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B. On the Extension of Continuous Functions 
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient 
condition for extending continuous functions, A comment 
given after the theorem concerns other work done in this 
area. 
Theorem 3.4 
Let X be a dense subspace of a space X. Let f be 
a continuous function from X into a complete semi-uniform 
space (Y,U). A necessary and sufficient condition for f 
to have a continuous extension on X is the following: 
if T e U, then {int^ cl^ f [0] : 0 e T} is an open cover-
ing of X. 
In particular, since Y is complete relative to the 
semi-uniformity generated by all open coverings, f may be 
continuously extended if and only if, for each open covering 
T of Y, [Int^ cl^ f"^ [0] : 0 e T} is an open covering of X-
Proof First, the condition is necessary. This 
follows from the fact that; if I is a continuous extension 
of f, then the inverse image of an open covering under È 
is an open covering of X. 
The condition is also sufficient. Assume X, X, 
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(Y,U), and f are as in the hypothesis. Let t e X. 
Define = {0 n X ; 0 is open in X and te O}. Define 
= {A c Y : f[U] c A for some U e D^ }. Clearly, 
has the f.i.p. If T € U is a closed covering of Y, then 
-1 there exists Ter such that t e Int^ cl^ f [T]. Thus, 
T e E^ . Since, by Lemma 2.1, U has a base of closed 
coverings, a member of each covering in U is in E^ . 
Since E^  has the f.i.p. and Y is complete, 
S = n cl A ^ 0. If y y belong to Y, then there 
A€E^ 
exists a closed covering T E U such that 
y^  e St(y^ ,T) c Y - [y^ ). If T e T is in E^ , then T 
cannot contain both y^  ^ and y^ . It follows that S = (y^ .^ 
Extend f by defining f from X to Y so that 
f(t) - yIt remains to show that f is continuous. For 
t € X, assume that t e cl^ A for A c X. Suppose that 
y^  / CLYF[A]. Then there exists a closed covering T € U 
such that y^  e St(y^ ,T) c Y - cl^ ffA]. There exists Ter 
such that t € Int^ cl^ f ^ [T]. Since t e cl*A, there X X X 
-1 
exists t^  e A such that t^  e Int^ cl^ f [T]. Thus, 
y € T n f[A] and y € T. This is in contradiction to 
1^ t 
St(y^,T) c Y - clyfEAj. Thus, ê(t) e cl^ f [A] . Hence ê 
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is continuous. 
For X a dense subspace of a space X, Y a regular 
space, and f a continuous function from X to Y, 
necessary and sufficient conditions for continuously extend­
ing f to X are given in many general topology texts. 
Among these is [1]. However, the conditions in [1] are more 
abstract than the condition given in the previous theorem. 
The necessity for the regularity of the image space is 
indicated in [2]. Prolik [14] states a theorem analogous 
to Theorem 3.4. Rather than the image being a complete 
semi-uniform space, as in Theorem 3.4, he demands that the 
image be complete relative to another type of structure. 
The previous theorem has an alternate which is easier 
to apply in some cases. 
Theorem 3.5 
Let X be a dense subspace of a space X. Let f be 
a continuous function from X into a complete semi-uniform 
space (Y,U). A necessary and sufficient condition for f 
to have a continuous extension on X is the following: if 
T € U, then {cl^ f"^ [Y - 0] : 0 € T} has empty intersection. 
In particular, f can be continuously extended to & 
if and only if, for each collection of closed sets {A^ } in 
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Y with empty intersection, Ccl^ f~^ [A^ ]} has empty inter­
section. 
Proof The necessity of the condition is straight­
forward. For the sufficiency, let X, X, (Y,U), and f be 
as in the hypothesis. Let r € U. Since 
fcl^ f ^ [Y - 0] : 0 € T} has empty intersection, it follows 
that [X - clgf ^ [Y - 0] ; 0 e T} is an open covering of X. 
For each 0 e T, X - cl^ f [^Y - 0] c Int^ cl^ f ^ [0). Thus, 
{Int^ cl*f~^ [0] ; 0 e T} is an open covering of X. Hence, 
the condition in Theorem 3.4 is satisfied. 
There are several extension theorems which are appli­
cations of these two theorems. A few of these will be 
mentioned now. 
Application 3.1 
Let (X,U) and (Y,S) be semi-uniform spaces. Let 
(Y,S) be complete and f be a semi-uniformly continuous 
function from X to Y. Then f has a continuous exten­
sion to the completion of X (see [29]). 
Proof This follows directly from Theorem 3.4, the 
construction of the completion of (X,U), and the defi­
nition of semi-uniform continuity. 
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Application 3.2 
Let X be a complete metric space. Then X is a Gg 
subset of each of its Hausdorff extensions (see [3]). 
Proof Let X be as in the hypothesis. Let Y be 
a Hausdorff extension of X. Let U be the complete 
uniformity on X generated by the metric. Then U has a 
countable base ®. Define S = D U Int^ cl^ O. By Theorem 
TeB Oer 
3.4, the identity function from X to X has a continuous 
extension to S. Since S is Hausdorff and X is a dense 
subspace of S, X = S. It follows that X is a Gg sub­
set of Y. 
Many well-known extension theorems follow from Theorem 
3.5. Among these is a theorem of Taxmanov's [30] (and the 
dual statement in [9]), which is an extension theorem for 
continuous functions into compact spaces. General extension 
theorems concerning Wallman compactifications (see [11] for 
a general reference) and the Smirnov compactifications of 
proximity spaces (see [27]) are corollaries of this result. 
Consequently, they will not be mentioned separately. 
If the image space Y is compact, the word "finite" 
may be placed in the appropriate positions in the previous 
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two theorems. The following is a stronger result. 
Application 3.3 
Let X be a dense subspace of a space X. Let Y be 
a compact Hausdorff space and f be a continuous function 
from X to Y. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
f to have a continuous extension to X is the following: 
if clyA n cl^ B = 0 for subsets A and B of Y, then 
cl-f"^ [A] n cl^ f"^ [B] = 0 (see [30]). 
Proof The necessity of the condition is straight­
forward. Assume that X, f, smd Y are as in the 
hypothesis. Let fA^ } be an arbitrary collection of closed 
sets in Y. Let t belong to the intersection of 
=1 {cl^ f [A^ ] ]. By Theorem 3.5, it suffices to show that 
{A^ } has non-empty intersection. Let 0 be the family of 
all open sets in  ^containing t. Define 
9' = {0 n X : 0 e 6}. Define 0" = {f[0] ; 0 € 0'}. Since 
0' has the f.i,p., 0" does also. Define 
U = {E c Y : 0 c E for 0 e 0"}. Since Y is compact, there 
exists y e Y such that ye 0 cl^ . It suffices to show 
AeU 
that y belongs to each A^ in {A^}. If, for some a. 
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y / A^ , then there exists an open set V in Y such that 
y e V c clyV c Y - A^ . Since [cl^ V] n A^  = 0, it follows 
from the hypothesis that [cl*,f  ^[cl^ V] ] n cl^ f ^  [A^ ] = 0. 
Since t e cl^ f~^ [A^ ], t e X - cl^ f[clyV]. This implies 
that D = [[X - cl^ f ^ [cl V]] n X] belongs to 9' and that 
y belongs to cl^ f (D). But this is contradictory to 
clyf[D] c Y - V. Hence, y e A^ . 
If the image space Y in Theorem 3.5 is Lindelc5f, then 
the conditions in the theorem can clearly be restricted to a 
countable collection of closed sets. A stronger result by 
Engelking [10] states that this same restriction suffices 
when Y is only realcompact (refer to chapter 5 of [15] for 
this definition). There is, in fact, a slightly stronger 
result using only countable collections of zero sets (a 
zero set of a space X is the inverse image of the singleton 
zero under a continuous, real-valued function). 
Application 3.4 
Let X be a dense subspace of a space X. Let f be 
a continuous function from X into a realcompact space Y. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for f to have a 
continuous extension to X is the following: if is 
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a countable collection of zero sets of Y with empty inter­
section, then (cl^ f ^ [Z^ ]} has empty intersection (see 
[10]) . 
Proof Since Y is realcompact, Y is complete 
relative to a uniformity with a base of countable cozero 
set coverings (a cozero set is the compliment of a zero set). 
This is shown in chapter 15 of [15]. Since every uniformity 
is a semi-uniformity. Theorem 3.5 gives the result. 
A particular corollary to the next application of 
Theorem 3.5 is that the Tychonoff preimage of a realcorapact 
space under a perfect mapping (continuous, closed, onto, and 
the preimage of a singleton is compact) is realcompact (see 
chapter 10 of [15]). 
Application 3.5 
Let X be a Tychonoff space and f be a continuous 
function from X onto a realcompact space Y. Assume that 
if Z is a zero set in X, then f[Z] is closed in Y. 
Also, assume that, if y c Y, then f (y) is LindelBf. 
Then X is realcompact (see [7]). 
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Proof Let 6 be an arbitrary zero set ultrafilter 
on X which satisfies the countable intersection property 
and which has empty intersection. Define 0' = {f[Aj :Ae 6}. 
If ye n A', then, since f (^y) is LindelOf, since 
A'eG' 
6 is closed under countable intersections, and since 6 
has empty intersection, there exists Z e 0 such that 
f(y) n Z = 0. But ye f[Z] implies that this is im­
possible. Thus, it must follow that 0 A' = 0. If vX 
A'eG' 
is the Hewitt realcompactification of X (chapter 8 of 
[15]), then f has a continuous extension to vX. Then, 
-1 by Theorem 3.5, 0 cl f [A'] = 0. But, since 
A'eG' 
0 ^  n cl ^  c n cl „f~^ [A'], this is impossible. It 
AeG A'eG' 
follows that 0 must not have empty intersection. Hence, 
X is realcompact. 
It is interesting to note that there exists a theorem 
somewhat like Theorem 3.4, but with different conditions. 
The theorem will not be proven here, but the approach is 
similar to that in Theorem 3.4. 
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Theorem 3.6 
Let X be a dense subspace of a space X. Let (Y,U) 
be a complete semi-uniform space. Let f be a continuous 
function from X to Y. A necessary and sufficient con­
dition for f to have a continuous extension on X is that 
the following are satisfied; 
(i) If T 6 U, then (cl^ f ^ [T] : T e T} is a covering 
of X (compare this with the stronger condition in Theorem 
3.4) . 
(ii) If clyA n clyB = 0, for subsets A and B of 
Y, then clj^ f  ^[A] n clj^ f  ^[B] = 0. 
If Y is a compact Hausdorff space, then Y is com­
plete relative to that semi-uniformity U generated by all 
open coverings. Since Y is a compact space, (i) holds in 
the previous theorem. In this case^  the previous theorem 
reduces to Taimanov's result [30]. 
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IV. ON THE EXPANSION PROPERTY 
When binding structure theory was first being con­
sidered as an extension theory, one important question that 
was asked concerned whether this method could be used to 
generate extensions of spaces with special topological 
properties. In particular, the following question was asked. 
What properties are needed on a binding structure in order 
that the completion be paracompact? From this particular 
question came the definition of the expansion property. 
This property not only characterizes paracompactness, but 
other topological properties such as compactness and the 
LindelSf property as well. 
In the first section of this chapter, the expansion 
property is defined and a few of its characteristics are 
discussed. The second and third sections are reserved for 
applications. Finally, the fourth section contains con­
clusions and considers other areas of investigation. 
A. Definitions and Basic Results 
The expansion property is defined here only for semi-
uniform spaces. This definition can obviously be general­
ized to spaces with binding structures. The name itself was 
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chosen because semi-uniform spaces with this property have 
the characteristic that certain collections of subsets may 
be extended to clusters. 
Definition 4.1 
Let (X,U) be a semi-uniform space. (X,U) is said to 
possess the expansion property if for any collection C of 
subsets of X which satisfies: 
(i) If A is a finite subcollection of C, then 8 
is bound (relative to the semi-uniform binding); 
(ii) Given T € U, there exists T e T such that 
finite subcollections of C = C U {T} are bound; 
there exists a cluster on X containing C. 
The following definition is also needed. 
Definition 4.2 
Let X be a set and 0 be a covering of X. A cover­
ing 8' is said to be a finite partition of 6 if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) For each 0 e 6, there exists a finite subcol­
lection K ce' such that 0 = UK . 
o o 
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(ii) U : 0 E 8} = 8'. 
The following lemmas give some of the characteristics 
of the expansion property. They will be useful in the next 
two sections. 
Lemma 4.1 
Let (X,U) be a semi-uniform space and (X,Û) be its 
semi-uniform completion. If (X,U) has the expansion 
property, then (X,U) does also. 
Proof Assume (X,U) and (X,û) are as in the 
hypothesis. Let fA ) _ be a collection of subsets of X 
 ^ a'ael 
satisfying: every finite subcollection of {A^ } is bound 
on X; and for each F e Û, there exists T € T such that 
every finite subcollection of U {T} is bound on X. 
It will suffice to show that 0 cl^ A  ^0. For each 
a  ^^ 
A„ € {A^ }, there exists a collection of subsets fT.}. _ 
a ^ or I ] lel 
a 
of X such that cl*A = 0 cl^ T.. It will therefore be 
xa . X ] 
a 
sufficient to show that fl fl cl^ T. / g). It will be proven 
a : 
that C = {{T.}. : a e 1} is in a cluster on X. 
] 3 a 
Initially, it will be shown that finite subcollections 
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of C are bound on X. If T. ,T. € C, then 
A c cl^ T. for each i. Since finite subcollections of 
^^ i  ^^ a. 
X 
{A^ } are bound on X and X is complete, there exists 
t e n cl*A  ^0. Then {T. } is in that cluster on X 
i  ^°^ i 
consisting of all subsets of X which contain the point t 
in their X closures. 
Secondly, it will be shown that: if T e U, then 
there exists Ter such that finite subcollections of 
C U {T} are bound on X. Let T € U. By Theorem 2.4 and 
Lemma 2.1, there exists T' e Û such that T' refines 
{cl*T ; T e T}. There exists T* € T' such that finite 
subcollections of U {A^ } are bound on X. Choose 
T € T such that T' c cl^ T. Then finite subcollections of 
C U (T) are bound on X. 
Since (X,U) possesses the expansion property, it 
follows that C is contained in a cluster on X. the proof 
is, therefore, concluded. 
Lemma 4.2 
Let (y,U) be a complete semi-uniform space. Let X 
be a dense subspace of Y and 93 be the trace of U on X. 
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If (Y,U) has the expansion property, then (X,S) does 
also. 
Proof Let (YjU) and (X,S) be as in the hypothe­
sis. Let be a collection of subsets of X satis­
fying: every finite subcollection of is bound on 
X; and, if T € 58, then there exists T e T such that 
finite subcollections of U {T} are bound on X. 
Since 35 is the trace of U on X, {A^ }, as subsets of 
Y, satisfies: finite subcollections of {A } are bound 
on Y; and, if f e U, then there exists Ter such 
that finite subcollections of U {T} are bound on Y. 
Since (Y,U) satisfies the expansion property and is com­
plete, it follows that there exists t € Y such that 
t € n cl^  . Then, by Theorem 2.4, there exists a cluster 
a  ^^  
on X consisting of all subsets of X which contain t in 
their Y closures. The collection {A } is in that 
cluster. Hence, (X,5S) possesses the expemsion property. 
The following is the most important characteristic of 
the expansion property. 
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Lemma 4.3 
Let (X,U) be a semi-uniform space and B be a base 
for U. 
(a) If every open covering of X belongs to U, then 
(X,U) has the expansion property and is complete. 
(b) Conversely, if (X,U) possesses the expansion 
property and is complete, then every open covering of X 
has a refinement which is a finite partition of a covering 
in H. 
Proof The proof of (a) will be given first. Assume 
that U contains all open coverings of X. It has previ­
ously been mentioned that (X,U) is then a complete semi-
uniform space. Let C be a collection of subsets of X 
satisfying: every finite subcollection of C is bound on 
Xj and, if T 6 U, then there exists Ter such that 
every finite subcollection of C U {T} is bound on X. To 
show that C is contained in a cluster on X, it suffices 
to show that H cl„C y 0. Assuming that this intersection 
CeC 
is empty, let 6 = {X - cl„C : C E C}, Choose T € U such 
X' 
that T semi-star refines 9. Then there exists Ter 
such that every finite subcollection of C U {T] is bound 
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on X. Since T semi-star refines 6, there exists 
T" G U and C e C such that St(T,T") c X - cl^ C. Thus, 
no member of r" intersects both T and C. This contra­
dicts the fact that every finite subcollection of C U {T} 
is bound on X. Hence, fl cl C ^  0. 
CeC 
The proof for (b) will now be given. Let (X,U) pos­
sess the expansion property smd be complete. Let 0 be an 
arbitrary open covering of X. Define C={X-0:0€ 6). 
Then fl C = 0 (note that C consists of closed sets). 
CeC 
Thus, C cannot be contained in any cluster on X. If C 
does not have the f.i.p., then there exist  ^  ^
which cover X. If T is any member of S, then the col­
lection n T ; i = 1,2,T e t} is a finite par­
tition of T which refines 0. If C does have the f.i.p., 
then every finite subcollection of C is bound on X. Since 
{X,U) has the expansion property, there must exist T € U 
such that: for every T e T, the collection C U {T} does 
not satisfy the condition that every finite subcollection is 
bound on X. This T can be assumed to be in 6 since R 
is a base for U. Then, for each Ter, there exists a 
finite subcollection c 0 such that T is covered by 
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U K^ . The covering {T N 0 ; 0 e T e T} is a finite par­
tition of T which refines 6. 
B. Application 1: On Paracompactness 
The following theorem gives necessary and sufficient 
conditions for obtaining a paracompact extension of a 
regular T^  space. This theorem is analogous to one given 
in [23] obtained by using a different completion theory. 
One more definition is needed. 
Definition 4.3 
Let (X,U) be a semi-uniform space. (X,U) is said to 
have the local finiteness property if and only if U con­
tains a base B satisfying the condition; for each T e 
there exists T' e B such that each T* e T' intersects at 
most a finite number of members of T. 
Note that, for a semi-uniform space (X,U), if (X,U) 
has the local finiteness property, then U has a base of 
locally finite coverings. 
Theorem 4.1 
(a) Let (X,U) be a semi-uniform space and (X,Û) be 
its semi-uniform completion. If (X,U) has the expansion 
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property and the local finiteness property, then X is a 
paracompact extension of X. 
(b) Conversely, let Y be a paracompact space. Then 
there exists a semi-uniformity U on Y such that: (Y,U) 
is complete; and, (Y,U) has both the expansion property 
and the local finiteness property. If X is a dense sub-
space of Y and S5 is the trace of U on X, then (X,58) 
has the same properties; and the completion of (X,as) is 
isomorphic to (Y,U) under an isomorphism fixing X. 
Proof Initially, (a) will be proven. Let (X,U) 
and (X,Û) be as in the hypothesis. First, it will be 
shown that (X,Û) has the local finiteness property. Let 
T 6 Û. By Theorem 2.4, Lemma 2.1, and the local finiteness 
of (X,U), there exist T',T e U such that 
{cl*T : T € T} refines F and every set in T' intersects 
at most a finite number of sets in T. Choose T" e U such 
that T" semi-stcu: refines T'. Let T" e T" . There exists 
t'" e U and T' e T' such that St(T",T"') c T' . Suppose 
T* c X - T for Ter. If T'" e T'" intersects T", then 
T'" c X - T. Thus, no member of T'" intersects both T" 
and T. It follows that no cluster on X can contain both 
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T" and T. Thus, every member of [cl^ T" : T" E T"} inter-
' ••••«'••>.. 
sects at most a finite number of members of Ccl^ T : T E T}. 
This implies that (X,Û) has the local finiteness property. 
In particular, Û contains a base of locally finite cover­
ings. (X,U) is a complete semi-uni form space. By Lemma 
4.1, (X,Û) has the expansion property. Then by Lemma 4.3 
smd the fact that Û has a base of locally finite coverings, 
every open covering of X has a refinement which is a finite 
partition of a locally finite covering. Since finite par­
titions of locally finite coverings are locally finite 
coverings, X is paracompact. 
(b) will now be proven. If Y is a paracompact space, 
then let U be the semi-uniformity generated by all open 
coverings of Y. (Y,U) is complete emd it has the local 
finiteness property and the expcmsion property (use Lemma 
4.3 for the expansion property). If X is a dense subspace 
of Y, then let $ be the trace of U on X. Then (X,S5) 
possesses the conjectured properties (use Lemma 4.2 for the 
expansion property). The completion of (X,3) is (Y,U) 
by Theorem 2.4. 
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C. Application 2: On 3R~Lindel9£ Spaces 
Let X be a regular space. X is said to be 
gH-Lindelbf for an infinite cardinal number 501 if and only if 
every open covering of X has a subcovering of cardinality 
less than SDl. Thus, the N^ -LindelBf property is equivalent 
to compactness and the N^ -Lindel8f property is equivalent 
to the usual notion of the Lindelof property. This notation 
agrees with that given in [13]. 
Definition 4.4 
Let (X,U) be a semi-uniform space. (X,U) is said to 
possess the SDl-propertv for an infinite cardinal number iHl 
if U has a base ® such that the cardinality of each 
covering in R is less than 3R. 
Theorem 4.2 
(a) Let (X,U) be a semi-uniform space and (X,û) be 
its semi-uniform completion. If (X,U) has the expansion 
property and the 3R-property for an infinite cardinal number 
then X is an 5Dl-Lindelî5f extension of X. 
(b) Conversely, let Y be a regular T^ ,^ SR-LindelSf 
space for an infinite cardinal number SK. Then there exists 
a semi-uniformity U on Y such that; (Y,U) is complete; 
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and, (Y,U) has both the eaqpansion property and the 3JI-
property. If X is a dense subspace of Y and $ is the 
trace of U on X, then (X,as) has the same properties; 
and the completion of (X,S) is isomorphic to (Y, U) under 
an isomorphism fixing X 
Proof The proof of this theorem is like that of 
Theorem 4.1 except that the conjectures made about the im­
proper ty are immediate whereas the conjectures made about 
the local finiteness property in Theorem 4.1 were not. 
Ramsay [24] gives a necessary and sufficient condition 
which a realcompact space must satisfy in order that it be 
a Lindel'ôf space. By using Theorem 4.2, a similar result 
will be given here. 
Corollary 4.1 
Let X be a regular T^  space. Assume that X satis­
fies the condition that every collection of closed sets with 
the countable intersection property (c.i.p.) is contained in 
an ultrafilter of closed sets with the c.i.p. If (X,U) is 
a complete semi-uniform space that possesses the N^ -property, 
then X is a Lindelof space. 
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Proof The initial hypothesis implies that (X,U) 
has the expansion property. Then Theorem 4.2 implies that 
X is a LindelcJf space. 
D. Conclusions 
Definitions of topological properties weaker than 
pêuracompactness and the !IR-Lindel<5f property can be given. 
Define a regular T^  space X to be weakly paracompact 
(weakly 3R-Lindelof) if it is complete relative to a semi-
uniformity which possesses the local finiteness property 
(B-property). Such definitions could prove useful for the 
following reason. It is known that not every Tychonoff space 
X has a paracompactification (regular T^ , Lindelbf ex­
tension) universal in the sense that every continuous 
function from X to a paracompact space (regular T^  
Lindelof space) can be continuously extended. It is easy to 
deduce that such an extension would have to be the Hewitt 
realcompactification of X (since the real numbers are 
paracompact and Lindelof). Also, there are Hewitt realcom-
pactifications of Tychonoff spaces which are neither LindelSf 
nor paracompact (the cartesian product of two copies of the 
real line with the half open interval topology is realcompact 
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but neither LindelSf nor paracompact). However, for a 
Tychonoff space X, there does exist a weakly paracompact 
(weakly N^ -Lindel8f) extension X of X universal in the 
sense that every continuous function from X to a weakly 
paracompact space (weakly N^ -Lindel8f space) can be con­
tinuously extended to X. 
The following question is of more interest. What con­
ditions would imply that a semi-uniform space (X,U) pos­
sesses the expansion property? It is not difficult to 
ascertain that if U has a base of finite coverings or if 
there exists T e U which refines every member of U, then 
(X,U) has the expansion property. However, these conditions 
do not prove to be very useful. 
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V. ON THE MEASURE OF A REGULAR SPACE 
Every semi-uniformity has a cardinal number measure 
associated with it which indicates^  in particular, whether or 
not the semi-uniformity is a uniformity. The infimum over 
the measures of all the semi-uniformities on a regular T^  
space is a measure for the space. A particular use of the 
measure of a regular T^  space is the generalization of 
realcompactness to arbitrary regular T^  spaces. 
. . .  «  
A. The Definition of Measure and Basic Results 
Let X be a space and 0 be a family of coverings of 
X. 6 is said to be a semi-normal family if for each T € 0 
there exists T' € 9 which semi-star refines T. 
Let 0 be a semi-normal family of coverings of a space 
X. For each T e 0, let be the family of all T' e 0 
which semi-star refines T. For each T' e £> , there 
T 
exists at least one subfamily , of 0, where, for each 
T' € T*, there exist T" e , and T e T such that 
St(T',T") c T. Define 501^ , to be the INF|C^ ,| over all 
such collections , where |,| denotes the cardinality 
of . Define iDl to be the INF SDl^ , over all T' e & . 
T ' T T ' T 
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Finally, define aR to be the SUP 3R over all T e 0. It 
O T 
is clear that is unity if and only if 6 is a normal 
family on X (see chapter 1 of [18]). 
For a regular space X, define to be the 
INF !Dly over all semi-uniformities U on X. It is clear 
that for a regular space X and a semi-uniformity 
U on X, !Dly is unity if and only if U is a uniformity; 
and, is unity if and only if X is a Tychonoff space. 
Also, the existence of a semi-uniformity U on a regular 
T, space X such that 3R = 3R is assured by the fact 
L U X 
that the cardinal numbers are well-ordered. Several facts 
concerning the measure of a space will now be given. 
Theorem 5.1 
Let X be a regular space. Then 3)^  ^  |x| where 
|x| denotes the cardinality of X. 
Proof Let X be a regular T^  space. Let U be 
the semi-uniformity on X generated by all of the open 
coverings of X. Let T e U. Then there exists T' e U 
which semi-star refines T. There exists T" e U which 
refines T' whose cardinality is less than or equal to 
|x|. Clearly, T" semi-star refines T. This implies that 
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\ ^ |X| . Hence, !D^  ^  |x| . 
Theorem 5.2 
Let X be regular space and A be a subspace of 
X. Then iDl^  ^  SD^ . 
Proof Let A be a subspace of a regular T^  space 
X. Let U be a semi-uniformity on X such that !Dly = iD^ . 
Let 55 be the trace of U on A. Then  ^  ^ ~ 
Note that in some cases the inequality in the previous 
theorem is strict. If X is any regular T^ , non-Tychonoff 
space and A is any Tychonoff subspace of X (for example, 
a single point) , then 1 = < 
Theorem 5.3 
Let be a collection of regular T^  spaces 
and X = TT X^ . Then = SUP . 
Proof Let fx 1 _ be a collection of regular T, 
— a'ael 1 
spaces. Define X = TT X For each a e I, Let U be a OL O 
semi-uniformity on X such that 2R,, = SK . For a G I 
° o a 
and T e U , let t be the covering of X defined as 
ot 
follows: T = Cp^ [^TJ ; T e x] where p^  is the a pro­
jection. Let U" be the set of all such t for a e I 
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and T € U^ . Let U' be the family of all coverings of X 
generated by finite intersections of members of U" (that 
is: if  ^^  ' t:hen let 
T = N Tg N • • • N e T^}) . Then U' is a base for 
the product semi-uniformity U on X. Clearly, 
3R = SUP JK = SUP 5DL . Since X contains a homeomorphic 
a a 
copy of each X^ , Theorem 5.2 implies that  ^
a 
each a. Thus, SD^  = SUP 3%^  , 
Theorem 5.4 
Let f x  3  - b e  a  c o l l e c t i o n  o f  r e g u l a r  T ,  s p a c e s  
a ael 1 
and X = S x^  with the disjoint sum topology. Then 
5D^  = SUP 3%^  . 
Proof Let {X } be a collection of regular T, 
spaces. Define X = S X^ . For each ael, let be a 
semi-uniformity on X^  such that 5D^  = . Let U be 
the sum semi-uniformity generated by . As in the 
previous theorem, 3Jl = SUP 3R . Since X contains a copy 
a 
of each X^ ,  ^31^  . Thus, 3)^  = SUP 31^  . 
a a 
Though certainly there exist regular T^  spaces whose 
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measures are not unity (any regular non-Tychonoff 
space), it is not known at this point whether there exist 
regular spaces with arbitrarily large measures. It 
will now be shown that, for any non-measurable cardinal 
number there exists a regular space whose measure 
exceeds A few preliminary lemmas are needed. 
Lemma 5.1 
Let X be a normal space. Let Y be einy regular 
space which contains X as a dense subspace. Assume 
that every bounded, real-valued, continuous function on X 
can be continuously extended to Y. Then Y is a Tychonoff 
space. 
Proof Let X and Y be as in the hypothesis. Let 
t and A be any point and closed set of Y such that 
t / A. By the regularity of Y, there exist sets U and 
V, open in Y, such that t e U c cl^ U c V c cl^ V c Y - A. 
By the normality of X and Urysohn's lemma, there exists a 
bounded, real-valued, continuous function f on X which 
is zero on [cl^ U] n X and one on [Y - V] n X. If f* is 
a continuous extension of f on Y, then f* is zero at 
t and one on A. Hence, Y is a Tychonoff space. 
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For an ordinal number a, define W(a) to be the set 
of all ordinals less them a. Assume W(a) has the usual 
order topology. For any ordinal number a and A c w(a) ,  
A is assumed to have the usual subspace topology; also, A 
is said to be cofinal in W(a) if, for any Y e W(a), 
there exists y' e A such that Y < Y' • 
Before stating the next lemma, it might prove helpful 
to give a particulcu: result which follows from the lemma. 
Let (u be the first infinite ordinal and 0 be the first 
o 
uncountably infinite ordinal. The space 
Y = W(0^  + 1) X W(u) + 1) - C } is well-known as the 
Tychonoff plank. Let and be the top edge 
(C(Y>U)) : Y < and the right hand sida ({(n ,^n) : n < œ}) 
of Y, respectively. Let Z be any regular space 
containing Y. The lemma implies this: if Z contains a 
pont such that either U is homeomorphic to 
W(n^  + 1) under a homeomorphism fixing W(n^ ) or 
U {Zq) is homeomorphic to W(u) + 1) under a homeo­
morphism fixing W(u)) , then z acts as a corner point of 
o 
the plank; that is, Y U is homeomorphic to 
W(n^  + 1) X W(u) + 1) under a homeomorphism fixing Y. 
Let be any cardinal number greater than where 
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a is a non-limit ordinal. Let n be the first ordinal 
nxunber whose cardinality is Let X be a cofinal sub­
set of W(fi) . Define to be the space 
[X U {n}] X w(u) + 1) - {(n,U))}. Let Z be a regular 
space which contains Y„. The following lemma gives some 
characteristics of Z. 
Lemma 5.2 
If Z contains a point such that either 
{ (x,u)) ; X e X] U {z } is homeomorphic to X U {fi} under 
a homeomorphism fixing X or {(n,n) : n e W((i)) } U {z } is 
• • 
homeomorphic to W(u) + 1) under a homeomorphism fixing 
W(u)) , then Y U {z } is homeomorphic to Y U {(Cî,ou)} 
under a homeomorphism fixing Y^ . 
Proof Assume that Z contains a point z^  such 
that {(XjUj) : X c X} U {z^ } is homeomorphic to X U [0} 
under a homeomorphism which sends (x,w) to x. Let N 
be any neighborhood of z open in Z. Initially, it will 
be shown that there exists an integer K such that, for 
k > K, (n,k) e N. If not, there exists an infinite increas­
ing sequence of integers [n^ ] such that z^  / cl^ C (n,nj^ ) }. 
By the regularity of Z, there exists an open set V in Z 
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such that } c V c cl^ V and / cl^ V. For each 
k, choose e X such that cx^  < y € X implies that 
IY*T\) E V. Let Y = SUP and let Y < Y' E X. Then 
(Y",UU) € clgV for Y' < Y" 6 X. Thus, since 
{(x,u)) : X £ X} U {Zq} is homeomorphic to X U {n} under a 
homeomorphisra fixing X, z^  e cl_V. This is a contradiction. O 61 
It follows that there is such an integer K. For each 
integer k > K, let YJ  ^ be the first ordinal number in X 
such that, for Yj  ^^  Y and Y e X, (Y,k) e N (note that 
N is em open set containing ( n,k)). Let Y = SUP Y^ * 
Choose any y' 6 X such that y ^ (this can be done 
since 0 < a and a is a non-limit ordinal number) . Then, 
for any Y' ^  Y" € X and k ^  K, (Y" ;k) € N. Hence, N 
behaves as a neighborhood of (fi,u)) in U C ( n,U))}. From 
this fact the homeomorphism follows. 
Assume now that z is a point of Z such that 
o 
C(0,n) ; n e W(uj)} U [z^ } is homeomorphic to W(m + 1) under 
a homeomorphism fixing W(oa) . Let N be any open neighbor­
hood of z^ . By the regularity of Z, there exists an open 
subset V of Z such that z € V c cl_V c N. One can 
o Z 
show in a manner similar to the first part of the proof that 
there exists y e X such that, for Y ^  Y' e X, 
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(Y'jtti) 6 cl_V c N. From this pointy the proof follows as 
in the first part. 
The following asserts that, for certain spaces, semi-
uniformities of a specific measure are contained in uni­
formities . 
Lemma 5,3 
Let K be any infinite cardinal number. Let X be 
any subset of the ordinals having the property that; if 
p e X and p is a limit ordinal, then every neighborhood 
base of p has cardinality greater than N. Let U be 
cmy semi-uniformity on X such that 3)!^  ^  Then there 
exists a uniformity U on X such that U 3 U. 0 o 
Proof Let X and U be as in the hypothesis. Let 
I be the index set consisting of all ordinal numbers less 
than the first ordinal whose cardinality is For each 
collection of coverings {^  there exists a cover­
ing with sets of the form { H A : A. e T.} which will be 
del ^ ^ 
denoted by If xeX and {T.}. C U, then 
there exists A € A {T.) such that x € Int A. If x is 1 A 
a non-limit ordinal number, then this is immediate. If x 
is a limit ordinal number, then the intersection of at most 
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N neighborhoods of x is a neighborhood of x. Define 
U' = {A : {T^ } c U}. If St(x,T) , for T € U' and 
X € X, is taken to be a typical neighborhood of x, then 
the topology thus generated agrees with the topology of X. 
Thus, if it can be shown that U' is a normal family (see 
chapter 1 of [18]), then may be defined to be the 
uniformity generated by U'. Suppose that 
T = A e U'. For each i e I, there exist e U 
and .T C U where, for each T € T., there exist 
T € and j e I such that St(5?,T.) c T. Let (°k^ kel 
be an enumeration of the coverings CT.}. and {T.}. .. IX ] ],1 
Define T' = A . It suffices to show that T' star-
refines T (that is; for each A e T', there exists 
B e T such that St(A,T') c B) . Let A 6 T'. Then 
A = [flT.] n [ n Tj] for some 5?. ex. and T^  e For 
i 1 i,j ]  ^  ^ 3 3 
each , there exist j E I and B. € T. such that X O XX
St($\,Tj ) c Bu. Let B = n B^  e T. It will be shown that 
St(A,T') c B. If C e T', then C = [fl 5?j 1 A [Tl T'^ 1 for 
i • i,j / 
T! € T. and Tl^  e tJ. If A n C / *, then T. n T'^  0 
il 3 3 1 Jo 
J • 
for each i. Thus, C c T' c St($.,T. ) c B. for each i. 
Jq • o^ 
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This implies that C c n c B. It follows that T* star-
refines T. Hence, U' is a normal family. 
The following lemma is needed to prove the main 
theorem; but, it also has other applications. An example 
in the next section will indicate this. Before beginning, 
for notational convenience, a certain space will be defined. 
Let N be any cardinal number. Let K ._ and N ._ be 
a a+1 a+2 
the immediate cardinal successors of H . Let Q , Cî .,, 
a a a+1 
and be the first ordinal numbers whose cardinalities 
are ''^ a+1' a^+2' r^espectively. The space 
OL 
consists of all ordinal numbers less than n ,_ with the 
Ct+ 2 
exception of those limit ordinal numbers which have neighbor­
hood bases consisting of or fewer members. 
Lemma 5.4 
Let be any infinite, non-measurable cardinal 
number. The space has the following properties: 
a 
(a) A_ is a normal T. space. 
a 
(b) A^  is cofinal in ' hence, no subset of 
Aj^  whose cardinality is less than X is cofinal in 
a a+2 
• 
a 
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(c) If S c has order type 0 then SUP S is 
a  ^
in flj, . 
a 
(d) If H and K are disjoint, closed subsets of 
, then one is bounded in . 
a a 
(e) If f is a bounded, real-valued, continuous 
function on , then there exists y e A^  such that f 
a a 
is constant on {y' e A^  : y' > y}. 
a 
(f) If g is a real-valued, continuous function on 
A^  , then there exists y e such that g is constant 
a a 
on {y' e A^  : Y' > Y}. 
a 
(g) A^  5 A^  U (r^ +2^  c vA (the Hewitt realcom-
a a 
pactification of A^  ). 
a 
(For a general reference to this lemma, see 5.12 and problems 
9K and 9L in [15].) 
Proof The proof of (a) is similar to that given in 
5.11(b) of [15]. 
|A^  I = since all non-limit ordinal numbers less 
than are in A^  . A^  is cofinal in 
cx ct 
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thus, any cofinal subset of is cofinal in (^^ +2^  * 
a 
Consequently, any cofinal subset of must have cardi-
a 
nality equal to This proves (b). 
Suppose S c has order type Let 
a 
6 = SUP S. Since a + 2 is a non-limit ordinal number, 
problem 9K of [15] implies that 6 < 6 is a limit 
ordinal which has no cofinal subset of predecessors whose 
cardinality is less than Thus, 6 does not have a 
neighborhood base whose cardinality is less than 
Hence, 6 e . This proves (c). 
a 
Let H and K be disjoint, closed subsets of . 
a 
Assume both H and K are cofinal in A. Similar to 5.12 
(b) in [15], it can be shown (using transfinite induction) 
that there exists a subset {6 ) c A which satisfies: 
Y Y<n^ +i 
if 6 e H, then 6 e K; and, if 6 e K, then 
Y Y+i Y 
6^  ^e H. Let 6 = SUP {6^ }. By (c) , 6 e A^  . Since H 
and K are closed and 6 is a cluster point of each, 
H n K / This is a contradiction. Hence, either H or 
K is bounded in A^  . This proves (d) . 
a 
Let f be a bounded, real-valued, continuous function 
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on . Then fl cl[f(6) : 6 > cr and 6 e ] ¥ (!>• Let 
a aeA^ a 
a 
r be in this intersection. For each positive integer n, 
let + JL, 3.3 (R - (r - + A) 1 
(where R is the real line) . For each n, and 
are closed, disjoint subsets of . Obviously, by the 
a 
choice of r, is cofinal in . Thus, by (d) , 
a 
is bounded in . For each n, let a e be such \ 
that Y < a for all y e K . By (c), there exists 
n n 
Y e Aj^  such that < Y for each n. Clearly, for Y* 
a 
such that Y < Y' € A^  , f(Y') = r. Hence, (e) is proven 
a 
(this entire construction is similar to 5.12(c) of [15]). 
Let f be a real-valued, continuous function on A^  . 
a 
For each positive integer n and x e A^  , define 
a 
g (x) = MIN{f(x),n}. Then g is a bounded, real-valued, 
n n 
continuous function on A^  . By (e), for each n, there 
a 
exists a e A* such that g is constant op the tail 
n n 
{ a > a  l a e A ^ } .  I f ,  f o r  s o m e  i n t e g e r  n ,  g  e v e n t u a l l y  
n c* n 
a 
assumes a constant less than n, then f is eventually 
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constant. If this case does not hold, then, by (c), there 
exists Y G which exceeds each a . But, for any y' 
a 
such that Y < Y '  E  , f(Y') could not be defined (since 
a 
it would exceed each positive integer n). Thus, f is 
eventually constant. This proves (f). 
By (f), every real-valued, continuous function on 
a 
can be continuously extended to A^  U (0^ +2^  ' by a 
a 
well-known characterization of the Hewitt realcom-
pactification of a Tychonoff space (see chapter 8 of [15]), 
A^  c A^  U c V A^  . 
a a a 
The main theorem will now be given. 
Theorem 5.5 
Let X be an arbitrary non-measurable cardinal number. 
a 
There exists a regular T^  space X such that 
Proof Let u) be the first infinite ordinal numbers. 
Define T to be the space 
[A^  U  ^[a ; 0 ^  uj] -  ^ be the 
a 
set of integers (positive, negative, and zero). For each 
n € I, let T = T. Define T' = E T with the disjoint 
n n 
sum topology. Each point of T' may be uniquely charac­
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terized as a triple in the following manner: for 
(Y,in) € = T, denote this point as a point of T' by 
(n,Y,ni) . The following relation is now defined on T' . 
For n e I where n is even, define (n,YjU)) = (n+l,Y,w) 
for all Y 6 . For n e I where n is odd, define 
a 
~ for all m < co. Let T" be the 
quotient space generated by T' under this relation. Let 
X be the union of T" together with two additional points 
•|> M  ^
a and a . Note that points of X except for a and a 
may also be characterized as triples. Neighborhoods of 
points of X consist of neighborhoods of points of T" 
together with those defined in the following manner : for an 
arbitrary n e I, {(n',Y,m) : (Y,m) € T, n' > n) is a 
neighborhood of a ; and, for an arbitrary n e I, 
{(n',Y,m) : (Y,m) e T, n' < n} is a neighborhood of a . 
The space X is similar to Aren's space (see [17]). As is 
true for Aren's space, X is a regular T^ , non-Tychonoff 
space (every real-valued, continuous function on X assumes 
the same value for a and a ). 
Define A to be the subspace [(0,Y,w) e X : Y e A^  } 
a 
of X. Note that A = A^  . Initially, a particular proper-
a 
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ty of A c X will be pointed out. Let Y be any regular 
extension of X. Assume that Y contains a point y^  
such that A U {y^ } is homeomorphic to A^  U (0^ +2^  under 
a 
a homeomorphism fixing A^  . Define V to be the subspace 
a 
{(0,Y,xn) € X : (Y,m) e t) of X. Note that V = T. By 
Lemma 5.2, VU {y^ } is homeomorphic to V U 
under a homeomorphism fixing V. By repeated use of both 
parts of Lemma 5.2, it can be shown that: for each n c 1, 
((n,Y,m) e X; iy,m) e T} U CYq) is homeomorphic to 
T U ((0^ +2'^  ^3 under a homeomorphism sending (n,Y,m) to 
(Y,m) . But then, a^  and a" could not have disjoint 
neighborhoods in Y. Thus, Y could not be Hausdorff. 
Hence, there could exist no regular T^  extension of X 
with a point y^  such that A U (y^ l is homeomorphic to 
A^  U (0^ +2^  under a homeomorphism fixing A^  . 
a a 
Assume now that 5D^  ^  Then, by the definition of 
the measure of X, there exists a semi-uniformity U on X 
such that Without loss of generality it may be 
assumed that U possesses the following property: if 6 
is a semi-normal family of open coverings of X such that 
5Kg ^  then 6 c U. For, if 0 is such a family of 
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coverings and T* e 0 and T € U, define T' A T to be 
the covering of X consisting of sets of the form T' n T 
for T' € T' and Tex. The collection 
{T' A T:T' e 9,T e U} generates a semi-uniformity of 
measure less than or equal to X which contains G. From 
a 
this it follows that there exists a maximal such family U. 
Hence, if f is any real-valued, continuous function on X, 
then f is semi-uniformly continuous (the real numbers are 
complete relative to a semi-uniformity U' of measure unity; 
hence, {{f  ^^  U'} c U) . Let (X,U) be the 
semi-uniform completion of (X,U). Let U' be the trace of 
U on A and Û' be the trace of Û on cl^ A. Since 
 ^ Lemma 5.3 implies that U' is contained in a 
uniformity on A. 
Let f be a real-valued, continuous function on A. 
By part (f) of Lemma 5.4, f is constant on a tail of A. 
Assume that f eventually has the constant value r. f 
will now be continuously extended to X. For (Y,m) e T 
where y < define f*(0,Y,ni) = f(0,y,u)) for 
(0, e A. Define f* on the subset [ (0,n^ 2^,m) : m < ou} 
of X to be r. For n < 0, define f*(n,Y,m) = r for 
all (Y,m) e T. Define f*(a") = r. Define 
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f*(l,Yjin) = f*(0,Y*in) for all (y,m) e T. Define 
f*(a^ ) = f*(n,Y>n») = r for all (Y,m) e T and n > 1. 
Then f* is a continuous extension of f to X. Thus, 
f* is semi-uniformly continuous relative to U and f is 
semi-uniformly continuous relative to U'. Since => U, 
f is semi-uniformly continuous relative to U^ . 
Since every real-valued, continuous function on X is 
semi-uniformly continuous, every real-valued, continuous 
function on A can be continuously extended to clj^ A. 
Since A = is normal (Lemma 5.4(a)), cl^ A must be a 
a 
Tychonoff space (Lemma 5.1). Thus, it must be true that 
A c clj^ A e V A where v A is the Hewitt realcom-
pactification of A (see chapter 8 of [15]). 
Let A be the completion of A relative to U . 
o o 
Since: every real-valued, continuous function on A is a 
mapping relative to U^ ; A^  ^ is of non-measurable Ccurdi-
a 
nal; and, A^  is a complete uniform space; a theorem by 
Shirota [25] implies that A^  is the Hewitt realcom-
pactification of A, Since A c cl^A c v A, 
A c cl&A c A = V A. X o 
Let j be the injection from (A,U_) into (cl^ A,û'). 
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Then j is semi-uniformly continuous (U' c U^ ) ; and 
therefore, j can be continuously extended to A^ . Since 
A c cl^ A c A^ , cl^  = A^  = V A. By Lemma 5.4(g) , it 
follows that there exists y^  € cl^ A such that AU CYq) 
is homeomorphic to A^ U (0^+2^ under a homeomorphism 
a 
fixing A_ . Since X is a regular T. space, this is 
contrary to what has been pointed out in the first paragraph 
of this proof. Hence, there exists no semi-uniformity U 
on X such that W, < N . It follows that SQL > K . The U ot X a 
proof is now complete. 
Note that, for X and as given in the proof of 
the previous theorem, 3)^  = or 33^  = This 
follows from Theorem 5.1 emd the fact that the cardinality 
of X equals 
B. On R-îDl-realcompactness and R-realcompactness 
In this section the concept of the measuring of a 
regular T^  space is used to extend the definition of real-
compactness to arbitrary reguleur T^  ^ spaces. Various 
properties of this extension will be discussed. The section 
will conclude with a comparison between this generalization 
of realcompactness and generalizations by other authors. 
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Among the many characterizations of realcompactness, 
the following will be used as a definition. A Tychonoff 
space X is said to be realcompact if and only if every 
zero set ultrafilter with the countable intersection proper­
ty (c.i.p.) has non-empty intersection (chapter 8 of [15]). 
One well-known result which will be needed is the following. 
Theorem 5.6 
Let X be a Tychonoff space. Assume that every closed, 
discrete subset of X is of non-measurable cardinal. Then 
X is realcompact if and only if X is complete relative to 
some uniformity on X. 
Proof See [25]. 
Definition 5.1 
Let X be a regular T^  space. X is said to be 
R-aa-realcompact for a Cctrdinal number 3R if and only if X 
is complete relative to some semi-uniformity U such that 
5Ry ^  3R. If X is R-iD^ -realcompact, then X is simply said 
to be R-realcompact. 
It follows from Theorem 4.2 that SR-LindelSf spaces are 
R-3R-realcompact. Another example is the following. Let 3R 
be any infinite cardinal number and 3R' be the immediate 
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cardinal successor of 3K. Hamburger [16] defines a 
Tychonoff space X to be aR'-compact if the following holds: 
if a zero set ultrafilter 6 satisfies the condition that 
every subcollection of cardinality less than 3R' has non­
empty intersection, then n 0 0. Every normal, iDl'-com­
pact space is R-3R-realcompact. This holds since the space 
is complete relative to a semi-uniformity generated by the 
family of all cozero set coverings of cardinality less than 
or equal to 3R. 
The first question that arises concerns the relation­
ship between the realcompactness of Tychonoff spaces and the 
R-realcompactness of regular T^  spaces. 
Theorem 5.7 
Let X be a Tychonoff space. If every closed, discrete 
subset of X is of non-measurable cardinal, then X is 
realcompact if and only if X is R-realcompact. 
Proof This follows directly from Theorem 5.6. 
It should be noted that a discrete space of measurable 
cardinality would be R-realcompact and not realcompact. It 
is not known whether a measurable cardinal number exists. In 
any case, realcompact spaces are always R-realcompact. 
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An extension of a regular space will now be 
constructed which is analogous to the Hewitt realcom-
pactification of a Tychonoff space (see chapter 8 of [15]). 
Lemma 5.5 
Let (X,U) be a semi-uniform space and (X,U) be its 
semi-uniform completion. Then îDly = 
Proof Let (X,U) and (X,U) be as in the hypothe­
sis. Since U is the trace of Û on X,  ^ Let 
T c Û be a regular closed covering. Recall that Lemma 2.1 
implies that coverings of this form are a base for Û. Let 
T e U be the trace of T on X. There exists closed 
coverings T' and {0^ , ;T' E T'} in U such that; for 
T' € T', there exists T e T such that St(T',0^ ,) c T; 
and, l{6y, : T' € T'}1  ^ Define T' € Û to be the 
covering {cl*T' ; T' e T'}; and, for each T' € T', define 
0^ , e Ù to be the covering {cl^ W ; W e 0^ ,}. Define 
T ' = {lnt«W : W e F ' } ;  and, for each T' e T ' define 
X A 
0^ , = {Int^ W ; W 6 }. By Lemma 2.1, and each 8^ , 
belong to Û. Note that |{§^ , : T' € T'}| ^  !IR^ . Let 
T^  e T^ . There exists T € T such that St(T',0^ ,) c T. 
It will be shown that St(T^ ,0^ ,) c T where T is the trace 
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of T on X. This will prove the lemma. Suppose W e 6^, 
satisfies T^  A W / It suffices to show that W c T. 
Since the trace of F^  on X refines T' and the trace of 
ê^ , on X refines 0^ ,, W n X c T. Hence, 
W c cl^ [W n X] c cl^ T = T. Thus, the lemma is proven. 
The previous lemma implies the following: if (X,U) 
is a semi-uniform space and (X,U) is its semi-uniform 
completion, then X is R-ÎDl-realcompact where B 
in particular, if 3%^  = SD^ , then Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 
5.5 imply that X is R-realcompact. 
Lemma 5.6 
Let X be a regular T^  space. For each cardinal 
number B such that TO ^  ÎD^ , there exists a semi-uniformity 
on X which satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) m SR. 
% 
(ii) If 0 is any semi-normal family of coverings of 
X such that: T € 0 implies that U Int^ = X; and, 
AeT 
!Dlg ^  % then 0 
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Proof Let X and 3R be as in the hypothesis. Let 
0' be the collection of all semi-normal families 0 satis­
fying: T € 0 implies U Int A = X; and, 3Rp ^  3R. Since 
AeT 
3R ^  !Dl^ , there exists a semi-uniformity U such that 
U 6 9'. For any finite collection of coverings 
• • • ,T^  in semi-normal families '**2* '^ n 
belonging to 0', let T be the covering of X defined 
by {A^  n A^  n ••• n A^  : A^  € T^ }. The collection of all 
such coverings T generates a semi-uniformity LY which 
satisfies (i) and (ii). 
For a regular space X and cardinal number 3% 
such that 3Jl 2 3J^ , let denote the completion of 
(X.%) • 
Theorem 5.8 
Let X be a regular T^  space. For each cardinal 
number B such that ® ^  is an R-2R-realcom-
pactification of X (that is, an R-3R-realcompact exten­
sion of X). It is characterized by the following property: 
if f is a continuous function from X to an R-3R'-real-
compact space Y where W ^  then f can be continu­
ously extended to X^ . 
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Proof Let X, SDl, and Y be as in the hypothesis. 
Let f be a continuous function from X to Y. Since Y 
is R-îK*-realcompact, Y is complete relative to a semi-
uniformity U such that Since 
6  =  { { f  ^ ( T ) :  T  € U} is a semi-normal family of cover­
ings of X that satisfies: for T E U Int A = X; 
A€ T  
and  ^101 ; JB c ty. Hence, f is semi-uniformly continu­
ous and can be continuously extended to X^ .^ Lemma 5.5 
implies that is R-SR-realcompact. 
The following corollary gives an extension analogous 
to Hewitt's realcompactification of a Tychonoff space. 
Corollary 5.1 
Let X be a regular T^  space. Then X^  is an R-
realcompactification of X. is characterized by the 
following property; if f is a continuous function from X 
to an R-3R'-realcompact space Y where 3R' ^  then f 
can be continuously extended to X^ . In particular, every 
real-valued, continuous function on X can be continuously 
extended to 3^  . If X is a Tychonoff space and if every 
closed, discrete subset of XL. is of non-measurable 
X 
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cardinal (in particular, if is of non-measurable 
cardinal) , then is the Hewitt realcompactification of 
X. 
Proof The only point that needs to be mentioned, in 
view of Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.8, is that is R-
realcompact. 
For a regular T^  space X, there exists a natural 
well-ordering of the collection This ordering is 
defined in the following manner: for  ^3R aR', 
X^ £X^ ,. Note that, for 3^  ^  where a»,®' 1^ , the 
identity on X may be continuously extended from Xg, to 
V 
Some of the properties of R-lR-realcompactness and R-
realcompactness will now be considered. 
Theorem 5.9 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Then X is R-
3R-realcompact for every cardinal number !Dl. In particular, 
X is R-realcompact. 
Proof A compact Hausdorff space is complete rela­
tive to a uniformity (see chapter 6 of [19]). 
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Theorem 5.10 
Let X be an R-3R-realcompact space for cardinal 
number 3R. Let A be a closed subset of X. Then A is 
R-3R-realcompact. 
Proof Use the trace semi-uniformity. 
In contrast to the previous theorem, closed subsets of 
R-realcompact spaces are not necessarily R-realcompact. An 
example of this will be given immediately after the follow­
ing theorem. 
Theoran 5.11 
Let fx ] be a collection of regular T. spaces. 
a ael 1 
For each ael, assume that X is R-ÎER^ -realcompact. Then 
X = TT X is R-2R-realcompact where 3R = SUP 3R . If each 
a a 
X^  is R-realcompact, then X is R-realcompact. These 
same two statements hold if TT replaced by X (the disjoint 
sum) . 
Proof Let fX 1 _ be as in the hypothesis. Let 
*• a'ael 
X = TT X^ . If, for each a in I, (X^ ,U^ ) is a complete 
semi-uniform space and 3%  ^3R , then (X,U) is a complete 
"a ° 
semi-uniform space where U is the product semi-uniformity; 
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and, 3Ry = SUP ÎW^  (consider the proof of Theorem 5.3) . 
The statement concerning R-realcompactness follows from 
Theorem 5.3. Analogous statements for the sum follow from 
Theorem 5.4. 
Example 5.1 
Let X be a regular T^  ^ space such that  ^
(the first uncountably infinite cardinal number). Such a 
space exists by Theorem 5.5. Let Y = Let W be the 
space of all ordinals less than the first uncountable ordi­
nal number. Let Z be the disjoint union of Y and W 
with the disjoint sum topology. Then 
IRg =  ^ Since both Y and W are 
complete relative to semi-uniformities whose measures are 
less than or equal to (3)^  ^  eind, W is complete 
relative to a semi-uniformity generated by the family of all 
open coverings of W, the measure of which does not exceed 
K^ ), Z is R-realcompact. However, W is a closed subset 
of Z which is not R-realcompact. For if W is R-real-
compact, then Theorem 5.6 implies that W is realcompact. 
This, however, is false (see 8.20 in [15]). 
The following, however, does hold. 
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Theorem 5.12 
Let X be an R-realcompact space. If A is a closed 
subset of X such that 3%^  = 31^ , then A is R-realcom-
pact. In particular, closed subsets of R-realcompact, 
Tychonoff spaces are R-realcompact, (Note that, in any 
case,  ^®x' the previous example < 3^ .) 
Proof Let (X,U) be a complete semi-uniform space 
where 3R = 3R . Let A be a closed subset of X and % 11 X 
be the trace of U on A. Then (A,S) is a complete semi-
uniform space. Since ~ ^  ~ ^ A' ~ ®A* Hence, 
A is R-realcompact. If X is a Tychonoff space and A 
is a subset of X, then = 1. 
Theorem 5.13 
Let X be a regular T^  space. Then X is R-5Dl-real 
compact for some cardinal number 3R. For any non-measurable 
cardinal number K , however, the space A_ of Lemma 5.4 
" a 
is not R-sn-realcompact for 3R ^ 
Proof Let X be a regular T^  space. If 
3R = |x|, then X is R-SR-realcompact. If (A^  ,U) is a 
a 
complete semi-uniform space where  ^ then there 
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exists a uniformity U on such that U =) U (Lemma O K  O  
a 
5.3) . Since ,U) is complete, (A^  ,U^ ) is also com-
a a 
plete. Since |A^  | = is a non-measurable cardinal 
nuniber, is realcompact (Theorem 5.6) . This is im-
a 
possible by Lemma 5.4(g). 
Note that, if a space X is R-SR-realcompact, then X 
is R-SDl*-realcompact for every cardinal number !Dl' such 
that aJl' 2 ®-
A perfect map is a continuous, onto function which maps 
closed sets to closed sets and which has the property that 
the inverses of singletons are compact. If f is a perfect 
map from a Tychonoff space X onto a realcompact space, 
then X is realcompact (see 10.16 in [15]; for a stronger 
result, see 4.9 of [7]). There is an analogous theorem in 
the setting of R-HR-realcompactness (and, in particular, R-
realcompactness). This theorem will be given immediately 
after the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.7 
Let (X,U) be a semi-uniform space. X is complete 
relative to U if and only if every filter 6 on X, con­
taining a set from each covering in U, satisfies the con­
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dition that D cl A ^  0. 
Aee 
Proof Let (X,U) be a semi-uniform space. Let 
(X,Û) be the semi-uniform completion of (X,U). If (X,U) 
is not complete, then there exists t e X - X. Let 6 be 
the family of all neighborhoods of t in X traced to X. 
For T € U, there exists T e T such that T e 6. However, 
n cl^  = 0, Conversely, if there exists a filter 0 on X 
A€e 
satisfying: if T € U, then there exists Ter such that 
T e 9; and, f) cl^  = 0; then there exists a cluster on 
Ace 
X which is not fixed. That is, (X,U) is not complete. 
Theorem 5.14 
Let X and Y be regular spaces where Y is 
R-!Dl-realcompact for cardinal number 5DI. If f is a perfect 
map from X to Y, then X is R-3R' -realcompact for every 
cardinal number 3%' such that 3R' ^  MAX{3R,iDl^ }. In par­
ticular, if 33^  ^  3R, then X is R-realcompact. 
Proof Let (Y,U) be a complete semi-uniform space 
where 501^  = 331. Let X be a regular T^  space and assume 
that KR'  ^MAX(!D^ ,3R]. Let ly, be as defined in Lemma 5.6. 
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Let F be a perfect map from X to Y. Note the follow­
ing: if T € U, then {f ^ [T] ; T e T} € U. Let 6 be a 
filter on X satisfying the following: if re Ug,, then 
there exists T e T such that T e 6. By the previous 
lemma, it suffices to show that fl cl A / 0. Let 
Ae8 * 
B = (f[A] : A e 0}. B has the f.i,p.; and, for each T e U, 
there exists T € T such that T € B. If B is extended 
to a filter B', then the previous lemma implies that there 
exists y € Y such that y € fl cl B' . Since f ^  (y) is 
B'eB' * 
compact, if f^ (y) U {cl^  : Ae0} has the f.i.p., then 
n cl^  3^  0 and the theorem is proven. Let A e 8. It 
AeG 
suffices to show that f ^  (y) D cl^ A V 0. Because f is 
a closed map, f[A] c cl f [A] c f [cl A] . Since X A 
y 6 clyf [A] , there exists x e cl^  such that f(x) = y. 
Thus, X 6 f~^ (y) n cl^  / 0. 
If X is a Tychonoff space, if (Y,U) is a complete 
uniform space, and if f is a perfect map from X to Y, 
then the previous theorem implies that X is complete rela­
tive to a uniformity. Hence, if measurable cardinal numbers 
do not exist. Theorem 5.6 implies that perfect, Tychonoff 
preimages of realcompact spaces are realcompact. 
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Henceforth, the R-realcompact extension of a 
regular space X given in Corollary 5.1 will be de­
noted by Vj^ X. 
For notational purposes, it will be convenient to 
introduce a categorical setting. Let C be the category 
of all Tychonoff spaces and continuous functions. There 
exists a (covariant) functor v from into 
which maps each object X in C to its Hewitt realcom-
pactif ication v X and each morphism f : X Y to its 
unique extension v f : vX -• vY . Let C be the category 
of all regulcLT T^  spaces and continuous functions 
f : X - Y where  ^ Then there exists a (covariant) 
functor v„ from C„ into C_ which maps each object X 
R R R 
to Vj^ X and each morphism f : X -* Y to its unique extension 
v_f ; v_X -» v_Y. It is well-known that v does not commute R R R 
with products. That is, there exists a collection (X^ ) 
of Tychonoff spaces such that V(TR X ) ^  TT VX (for ex-OL CL 
ample, see problem 4, page 142 in [18]). Similar to this, 
v_ does not commute with products (the same example, noting 
that the product is of non-measurable cardinal). However, 
if measurable cardinal numbers do not exist, then v does 
commute with disjoint sums. This can be shown by the follow­
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ing. If is a collection of Tychonoff spaces * then, 
for each a, v is complete relative to a uniformity 
U : and, S vX is complete relative to the sum uni-
a a 
formity. Then Theorem 5.6 implies that I! v X^  is realcom-
pact. Since SX is dense in E vX , and since every 
^ a a 
real-valued, continuous function on S X^  can be continu­
ously extended to S v X , S v X is the Hewitt realcom-
a a 
pactification of Z X^ . This is, in fact, the best that 
can be said. If I is a set whose cardinality is measura­
ble, then, for each a el, let X^  be the space consist­
ing of a singleton. Then S v X^  = H X^  is a discrete 
space of measurable cardinal; and, consequently, it is not 
realcompact (see chapter 12 of [15]). However, regardless 
of the existence of measurable cardinal numbers, v- does 
£\ 
not commute with sums. 
Example 5.2 
The example used here is the same as that in Example 
5.1. Z is the disjoint union of an R-realcompact space Y 
and the space W where 3%^  and W consists of all 
ordinals less than the first uncountable ordinal. It was 
shown that Z is R-realcompact. Since is a non-
measurable cardinal number and W is not realcompact, W 
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is not R-realcompact. Thus, 
Vj^ Z = Z = Y U W / Y U (W U {n}} = Vj^ Y U Vj^ W (where Q is 
the first uncountable ordinal). 
Several authors have defined properties related to real-
compactness. The Vcirious relationships between R-realcom-
pactness and some of these properties will now be investi­
gated. 
Prolxk [12] has defined a Hausdorff space X to be 
almost realcompact if and only if every ultrafilter of open 
sets whose closures have empty intersection contains a 
countable subcollection whose closures have empty inter­
section. He shows that a realcompact space is almost real-
compact and asks the question whether every Tychonoff, 
almost realcompact space is realcompact. The question has 
been since answered negatively. Mrowka [21] has given an 
example of a Tychonoff, non-realcompact space Y which is 
the union of two closed, realcompact subsets. Using Theorem 
4.1 of [6], it can be deduced that Y is almost realcompact. 
It is true, however, that every normal T^ , countably 
paracompact (every countable open covering has a locally 
finite refinement), almost realcompact space is realcompact 
(see [7]). R-realcompactness and almost realcompactness 
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seem to be independent. However, in the setting of 
Tychonoff spaces, certain obvious implications can be made. 
Theorem 5.15 
R-realcompactness does not imply almost realcompactness 
nor does almost realcompactness imply R-realcompactness. 
If measurable cardinals do not exist, then an R-realcom-
pact, Tychonoff space is almost realcompact. 
Proof Let Y be the example used in Example 5.1. 
As was noted, Y is R-realcompact, If Y were almost 
realcompact, then, since Y is a regular T^  space and W 
is a closed subset of Y, W would also be almost realcom­
pact. Since W is normal T^  amid countably paracompact 
(in fact, W is countably compact; see 5.12 of [15]), W 
would, therefore, be realcompact. This is known to be false 
(see page 74 of [15]) . Conversely, Mrowka's example [21] 
is almost realcompact and not realcompact. Since it is of 
non-measurable cardinal, it is not R-realcompact. If 
measurable cardinal numbers do not exist, then a Tychonoff 
space is realcompact if and only if it is R-realcompact. 
Thus, a Tychonoff, R-realcompact space is almost realcom­
pact. 
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If X is a discrete space of measurable cardinal^  then 
X is R-realcompact and not almost realcompact. To see 
this, note that X is countably paracompact, normal 
and not realcompact. Hence, X is not almost realcompact 
(see [7] ) . 
Dykes [6] defines a space to be a-realcompact if and 
only if every ultrafilter of closed sets with empty inter­
section contains a countable subcollection with empty inter­
section. Closed subsets of a-realcompact spaces are a-
realcompact and realcompact spaces are a-realcompact. In 
fact, a regular almost realcompact space is a-real-
compact. Countably paracompact, normal T^ , a-realcompact 
spaces are realcompact (there is a stronger statement in 
[7]). Theorem 5.15 remains true both in statement and proof 
if almost realcompact is replaced by a-realcompact. In 
[6], it is shown that regular T , almost realcompact 1 
spaces are a-realcompact. That this inclusion is proper is 
indicated by the example in [26] (where closed complete is 
equivalent to a-realcompact). 
Mandelker [20] has extended the concept of realcom-
pactness to arbitrary topological spaces. A filter of 
closed sets 0 on a space X is said to be a stable filter 
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if and only if every real-valued, continuous function f 
on X is bounded on a member of 0. A space X is said 
to be M~realcompact if and only if every stable filter has 
non-empty intersection, M-realcompactness and realcom-
pactness are equivalent for Tychonoff spaces. Every space 
has an M-realcompactification with properties similar to 
the Hewitt realcompactification of a Tychonoff space (though, 
there seems to be some difficulty here in that the M-real-
compactification of a pseudo-compact, Tychonoff, non-normal 
space is not the Hewitt realcompactification of the space). 
Also, if X is an M-realcompact subspace of a Hausdorff 
space Y where every real-valued, continuous function on 
X can be continuously extended to Y, then X is a closed 
subset of Y. In the category of regular T^  spaces, M-
realcompact spaces are properly contained in the collection 
of R-realcompact spaces. 
Theorem 5.16 
In the category of regular spaces, M-realcom­
pactness implies R-realcompactness. However, the converse 
is false. 
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Proof If X is a regular T^ , M-realcompact, space 
which is not R-realcompact, then X can be densely and 
properly embedded in v X. Every real-valued, continuous 
R 
function on X can be continuously extended to v_X. Since 
IN. 
X is not closed in v_X, there is a contradiction to 
Theorem 5.4 in [20]. 
Conversely, Hewitt [17] has constructed a regular T^ , 
non-Tychonoff space X which has the property that every 
real-valued, continuous function on X is constant. Let 
Y = v_X. If Y is M-realcompact, then, by Theorem 5.2(b) 
R 
of [20], Y is a compact Hausdorff space. Therefore, X 
is a Tychonoff space. This, however, is false. 
Note that the example in the previous theorem is an 
example of an R-realcompact, pseudo-compact space which is 
not compact. This is in contrast to the fact that realcom-
pact, pseudo-compact spaces are compact (see problem 5H of 
[15]). 
If X is a realcompact subset of a Hausdorff space Y 
where every rfeal-valued, continuous function on X can be 
continuously extended to Y, then X is closed in Y 
(see problem 8A in [15]). The following example shows that 
this is not true for R-realcompact subsets of Hausdorff 
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spaces. 
Example 5.3 
Let Z be a regular space on which every real-
valued, continuous function is constant (see [17]). Let 
X = V Z. Let Y be the M-realcompactification of X R 
described in [20]. Then X p Y (see the proof of Theorem 
5.16). Choose p e Y - X and let T = X U {p}. Then T 
is a Hausdorff space; X is realcompact and not closed in 
Tj and, every real-valued, continuous function on X can 
be continuously extended to T. 
C. Some Unanswered Questions 
The most obvious open questions remaining involve the 
calculations of the measures of various regular T^ , non-
Tychonoff spaces. For example, if X is the well-known 
Aren's space (see [17]) , then 31^  ^  (the first uncount­
able cardinal number) since the cardinality of X is 
equal to But, is 3^  equal to or A similar 
question concerns the space of all ordinals less than the 
first uncountable ordinal. Is it complete relative to a 
semi-uniformity U where 331^  = This statement is not 
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true for U where iDl^  = 1; and, it is true for some 
where 
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